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Eventually, schools will outgrow
their infrastructure. At that point,
they are faced with expanding
their increasingly obsolete TDM
infrastructure or moving to
something more efficient. Today
that "something" is IP-based
networking.
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(more than I personally care to admit to) of experience
in implementing key system and digital PBX handset
solutions. We know what our customers want and how
to deliver it. We know how to match our customers'
needs with the most appropriate solution. The draw-
back to having this knowledge is that often we don't
drill deep enough to understand what the customer is
actually trying to do.
Migrating to an IP-based platform such as VoIP
is actually a revolutionary rather than an evolutionary
transition. The problem is that we have an opportunity
to do many things differently, but our previous experi
ences force us to keep returning to where we have been.
As a result, we take the VoIP systems and try our best to
make them appear to be a TDM solution implemented
over a data network. As long as we keep thinking like
this, we will never unleash the true potential of an all-IP
infrastructure.
An example of this was a department on our
campus that was recently facing a move. From initial
discussions, it appeared that we would need to go with a
key system :ince an intercom system was a requirenrent
but is not an inherent feature ofour VoIP solution.
After spending some tirne with the customer to Iind
out what they were really trying to do, we found a SIP-
based solution that met all of their requirements, and
we have a satisfied customer. The key to this is that the
customer knew that the operations wouid be different
from what they were used to, but because they expected
a change, the resistance to it was minin-rized.
Expectation factor has to be one of the key consid-
erations in deciding if you are going to use one of the
H.323-derived protocols for your VoIP solution such
as those supported by Nortel, Cisco, and Avaya or you
are going to implement a SIP solution. The advantage
to the proprietary solutions is that the feature sets are
much richer and more closely al1ow you to emulate the
traditional TDM solutions. This minimizes the cus
tomer change required, reducing customer resistance
(an arguably good thing).
On the other hand, a standards-based SIP solution
a11ows you to implement multiple vendors'handsets
on the same platform, allows you to reduce costs, and
often lets you implement solutions even if your chosen
vendor has not placed the service on their roadmap.
The drawback to the standards-based solution is that
you are limited to using only features that have been
appror.ed by the standards body (IETF). Again, in this
case, working with the customer to find out what their
needs are will often let you know quickly if the reduced
feature set will meet all of their needs. I have found in
most cases that it will.
The other area requiring special attention when
ma,ximizing customer satisfaction involves proactitte
monitoring of network quality. The problem is that net-
work impairments will cause voice quality degradation.
To help quantift the amount ofnetwork degradation
that is acceptable, the ITU-T has published guidelines
in their C.1050 specification.
Since every converged network is going to have
issues at one time or another, it is important that there
be tools in place that will provide proactive notifica-
tion of the problem. Unfortunately, most of the more
traditional IT network-monitoring tools report whether
the network is up or down or what the total 1evel of
utilization is and not issues that are specilic to real-time
applications such as packet loss, latency, and jitter.
Nemertes Research recently released a white paper that
discussed the value of specialized performance tools
that monitor performance. They were even able to
estimate the cost savings per handset when these tools
were implemented.
The convergence of applications on campus has
come of age. The great news is that the tools that we
need to manage them and the skill sets needed to do so
have kept pace with the rapid changes in the technol-
osv-(. v
Two Keys to Customer Satisfaction
Several articles in this lournal discuss
the technical issues of voice conver-
gence-such things as how to deal
with 91 I when your users are mobile,
what's the best way to handle powering
thetelephone instruments, dealing
with a converged staff, and other items
key to a successful implementation.
There are also a few more subtle is-
sues that, while not as widely discussed,
are just as key if you are going to keep
customer satisfaction at a high 1evel.
Two of these issues are settitlg customer
expectations and establishing a dyna.mic
p erfo r man ce m o nito r in g sy s t em.
Let's look first at setting customer
expectations. Many ofus have decades
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ACUTA Board Adopts an Ambitious
Strategic Plan and a New Tagline
The ACUTA Board, com-
mittees, and professional
staff have been engaged
in an extensive strategic
planning process that
began last fall. This winter,
the Board of Directors
approved a number of
goals and strategies and
challenged the commit-
tees and staff to develop
action items for achieving
the highest priority strategies over the next I 2 to 1 8
months. In lune, the Board will consider a budget
for FY 2008-09 that allocates funds for these action
items, empowering the organization to move for-
ward with an ambitious plan to continue ACUT,{s
position of strength and credibility in the higher
education community and increase ACUTA's value
to our members.
I would like to commend the many volunteer
leaders and members of our staff team who took
time away from their day-to-day responsibilities to
devote their energy, creativity, and insights to the fu-
ture of ACUTA. Through this process, we examined
our strengths, our capacity in terms of human and
financial resources, and areas in which our mem-
bers have expressed needs from the organization.
We also thought about the larger higher education
community and how we might collaborate more
effectively with various organizations to achieve
mutual goals and increase value to members.
I believe that the plan that resulted from this
intense effort will serve ACUTA members well over
the next three to five years. The plan focuses on
our many strengths-the reasons for our continued
growth and success as an organization. It also takes
into account the changing nature oftechnology
and of our members' roles on the higher educa-
tion campus. It announces to the world ACUTAs
intention to change and grow to meet the needs
of upcoming communications and information
technology professionals, using the technologies of
today and tomorrow to improve service delivery to
our members, expanding our educational offerings,
enhancing opportunities for peer networking, and
increasing our effectiveness in policy and regulatory
affairs. The plan also recognizes the importance of
good relationships with the corporate community
that supplies essential technologies and services to
higher education institutions.
One way in which the new plan embraces change
in our members'worlds is with an important change
in ACUTAs tagline. In 2002, ACUTA became
"The Association for Communications Technology
Professionals in Higher Education." This transition
from "Telecommunications" to "Communications
Technology" recognized that our members'roles on
campus had changed significantly since our found-
rngir. 1971.
Beginning this summer, at the conclusion of the
2008 Annual Conference, our tagline will officially
change to'ACUTA: The Association for Informa-
tion Communications Technology Professionals in
Higher Education." The addition of "Information" is
subtle but significant for several reasons:
. We exist in an interconnected, global environ-
ment. "Information Communications Technology"
(ICT) may be a bit ahead of its time in the United
States, but it is becoming the accepted terminology
for communications technology around the world.
. As networks and technologies converge, tradi-
tional telecommunications and IT services are no
longer separate and distinct entities.
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. ICT is a more comprehensive and accurate description of our
members' current and evolving professional expertise. Voice,
data, and video communications are all within the scope of our
members' responsibilities.
Finally, I am happy to share with you a highJevel view of the
ACUTA Strategic PIan:
Core Purpose-ACUTA's reason for being:
To support higher education information communications tech-
nology professionals in contributing to the achievement of the
strategic mission of their institutions.
Core Values-The essential and enduring principles that will
guide ACUTAs behaviors and actions:
.t;r:T:r"*ttng 
and facilitating collaboration and the sharing of
2. Exhibiting respect for the expression of individual opinions
and solutions
3. Fulfilling a commitment to professional development and
growth
4. Advocating the strategic value of information communica-
tions technologies for higher education
5. Encouraging volunteerism and individual contribution of
members
GOAL A, PUBLIC POLICY ACUTA will influence and con-
tribute to public policy and regulatory reform that provides a
positive communications environment for higher education
and the constituencies it serves.
GOAL B, RECOGNIZED AUTHORITY AND RESOURCE:
ACUTA will be a credible and authoritative resource in infor-
mation communication technologies and related issues.
GOAL C, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Higher educa-
tion ICT professionals will have access through ACUTA to
educational resources to enable their success.
GOAL D, MEMBER EXPERIENCE: The ACUTA nefivork of
professionals will be strong and the membership experience
will be engaging, rewarding, and invaluable.
GOAL E, ORGANIZAIIONAL CAPACITY: ACUTAwill
be organizationally and financially strong and able to seize
opportunities to create value for ICT professionals and their
institutions.
In future articles and on our website, we will share more
details about the strategies and action items for reaching these
goals. I am confident that the strategies jointly developed by
our Board, committees, and staff will be effective, and that
ACUTA will continue to be a viable and valuable organization
for many years into the future.
Experience
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Convergence Concepts Come Together
Thoughts to Ponder when Wrestling with Convergence
On college campuses, not all networks are "converged" networks. In fact, many are not.
Even the more conservative estimates put the number of campuses still using TDM at
more than 50 percent. There is good reason for that. TDM is a robust, proven technology.
Institutions invested a lot of money in TDM, and network managers feel comfortable with it.
However, every college that owns or leases lines (whether copper, fiber, or wireless)
must contend with burgeoning growth in demand for bandwidth. Eventually, schools will
outgrow their infrastructure. At that point, they are faced with expanding their increas-
ingly obsolete TDM infrastructure or moving to something more efficient. Today that
"something" is IP-based networking.
Network convergence, experts agree, is the integration ofvideo, voice, and data on one
network-typically on IP. Although there will be powerful advocates of all three areas, it is
important to start the convergence process at the right place.
"By definition, it should start with data," says Eric Nelson, a director at Alteritech. He
notes the reason is that data networks serve as the foundation for converging the other
services. And he has no doubt that colleges should look closely at the potential benefits of
convergence.
Those benehts go beyond academia. Amy Floyd, director of higher education market-
ing for AT&T, says that campus safety has become the number-one driver for converged
networks at many schools. "The university has to be able to reach all of its community
should something happen," she says. "Disaster recovery and business continuity are keys,
as well." Services-like online registration, class scheduling, and distance Iearning-play a
big role, too, she says. Given that, why isn't everyone on the convergence bandwagon?
University communities are unusually resistant to change, and unusually persistent
in looking for reasons to revert to the "good old way it was," Nelson says. Glitches in the
move to the converged network will happen but should not be allowed to submarine the
project. "Services will break, phones will not work, videoconferences will fail; these things
will happen as part of these kinds of projects. This is why it is important to test it first on a
smaller group, rather than the entire community," he says.
The converged network is inevitable because the cost savings are compelling, Nelson
continues. That does not mean, however, that he is a proponent of going whole hog with
convergence.
"I would recommend breaking it into manageable components," Nelson says. "Start
with a small proof of concept, learn, and then go for it!"
Depending on the college's size and culture, the complexity of its applications, and the
geographic setup of the actual campus or campuses, the move to a converged network can
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"Given all that is happening at most campuses, can you afford
to be on a Iegacy system?" asks Igor Glubochansky, director of
higher education industry solutions for AT&T.
One trap that often slows a school's move to network conver-
gence is arguing over who should be in charge of the process-the
data manager, the voice manager, or someone outside who can
moderate differences.
"That's missing the point," Neison argues. "In the converged
world, these are one and the same. It is true, however, that this
combination of skill sets does not typically exist in the same per-
son. But at the end of the day, it's all about IP, and the person who
understands IP the best is going to be the data guy."
Not everyone would give the driver's seat by default to the data
side. "Who drives the convergence depends on the capability of the
people involved," says Rick Cunningham, vice president and gen-
Staff Shortages * Maintenance Dispatch * 0utages * Alarms
TI CALL (800)356-9148www.lcall.com/acuta2info@lcall.com4800 Curtin Drive
McFarland, Wl 53558
(608)838-41 94
eral manager for strategic markets at PAETEC. However, he notes
that the reality of the situation is that the person with a good IP
background will have the upper hand. "You are moving to a data-
type technology anyr,vhere along the line from analog to digital to
IP.,,
Cunningham says there should be a reason for converging
networks. He recalls the story of the president who steps off a plane
after reading an article in the airline magazine about convergence
and then asks everyone why their school is not doing it. "Don't get
involved in convergence for convergence's sake," he says.
There are plenty of good, practical reasons for convergence, he
says. He notes the ease of administration, with a single network
element. There can be a common support structure for the end
user and a single system to manage.
"A converged network is more flexible from an applications
standpoint," Cunningham says. "VoIP has more applica-
tions than traditional TDM."
"What are you waiting for?" Nelson asks. "Iden-
tify the investments you need to make in upgrading your
layer 2 and 3 networks and in your monitoring tools," he
suggests. Most of all, he adds, "Get started!"
That means identilying the challenge you are
trying to address-whether to solve a problem, deal with
technology that is becoming obsolete, or serve a green-
fields project. IdentiS,ing the challenge will point to a
good place to begin a project. "If your voicemail is near
end-of-life, that is a great place to start," Cunningham
says. "Or ifyou are updating routers, switches, and hubs,
start there. fust don't do it for the sake of doing it."
Sometimes the need for convergence finds the
network. A faculty research network will prove insuf-
ficient to new demands. Or a department gets a grant-
and discovers its legacy services keep it from partnering
on the project with other schools.
A converged network makes a good market-
ing tool, too. Parents and students can be swayed on the
admissions decision by a powerful demonstration of an
integrated network. Never overlook student expectations
and needs. In fact, students drive much of what is hap-
pening in the converged network.
"The question comes down to defining what is
driving the need for convergence," Floyd says. It may be
enough to maintain a hybrid network, or the situation
may demand going all the way with IP. There is a middle
path, too.
A Division or AmELCO
The Middle Path
Money comes up again and again as one of the major objections to
going the converged route. Not only will it cost money for new IP
equipment as a school moves to a converged network, but there is
also the potential loss of a good-sized investment in the installed
base of still-functional TDM equipment. Right now the market for
used, traditional telecom equipment is declining.
The solution might be to run IP over the TDM network.
Sounds simple, but it isn't. Keep in mind that packet networks
are tlpically asynchronous and therefore don't carry the timing
information needed by the far-end TDM equipment. In addition,
packetization delay, network delay, congestion, and jitter may
introduce much higher end-to-end delay than TDM networks.
Packet-switched networks are more efficient than TDM networks
because of their bandwidth sharing, but it is the sharing that makes
them nondeterministic. TDM networks, in contrast, are highly
deterministic. Circuit delay through traditional networks is pre-
l::::Y"i- 
and constant, thanks to static allocation of bandwidth
Because IP networks were designed for the transport of
arbitrary data, TDM-related signaling is not supported. Packets
entering and transiting the network must compete for bandwidth
and switchirouter ports, leading to packet delay variation and lost
packets. A source device may inject packets into the network at
regular intervals, but the network offers no guarantee that those
packets will arrive at the destination device spaced at the same
intervals, in the same order.
Several firms offer products that leave the end-user equipment
and protocols intact, tunneling TDM traflic through the packet
network. Pseudowire from RAD Data Networks "emulates T1/E1,
T3lE3, and Nx64 links by adapting and encapsulating the TDM
trafhc as it enters the packet network," according to RAD vice pres-
ident Larry Jacobs. Adaptation involves modifying the payload so it
can be properly restored as it exits the network, TDM signaling and
timing can be recovered, and a certain amount of packet loss can
be accommodated. Three basic "standards" are associated with the
technology: TDMoIP (time division multiplexed Idata] over IP),
SAToP (structure-agnostic transport over packet), and CESoPSN
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(circuit emulation services over packet switched networks).
"I rarely tout product, but this is the real deal," says Stephen
Sproul, manager of IT Infrastructure Operations at the University
of California-San Francisco (UCSF) Medical Center. About three
years ago, UCSF started a move to full VoIP telephony. Part of the
project involved Pseudowire.
"This let us beef up the bandwidth between legacy sites," Sproul
explains. While UCSF is now moving forward to true SIP to SIP
with a Siemens switch, and even playing with VoIP wireless, he
recalls the Pseudowire as a key part oftheir success.
The encapsulation involves placing the adapted payload into
packets of the format required by the underlying packet-switched
network technology, such as UDP/IP, MPLS, and pure Ethernet.
A TDM-over-IP setup can utilize several different adaptation
techniques, depending on the TDM traffic characteristics. When-
ever possible, it draws on proven adaptation mechanisms originally
developed for ATMs, which offer simplified interworking with
circuit emulation services carried over ATM networks.
For statically allocated, constant bit-rate TDM links, ATM
adaptation Iayer 1 (AALI) is used. This segments the continuous
stream of TDM data into small 48-byte cells and inserts sequenc-
ing, timing, error recovery, and sprchronization information into
them. Any number of AAL1 cells can be concatenated into a pack-
et, facilitating flexible trade-offs of buffering delay for bandwidth
efficiency. Buffering delay decreases, with fewer cells per packet,
whereas bandwidth efficiency increases, with more cells per packet,
because of the per-packet overhead.
For dynamically allocated TDM links, whether the information
rate varies due to activation of time slots or due to voice activity
detection, Pseudowire employs ATM adaptation layer 2 (AAL2).
This buffers each TDM time slot into short minicells, inserting the
time slot identifier and Iength indication, sequencing, and then
sending this minicell only if it carries valid information. Minicells
from all active time slots are concatenated into a single packet.
For time slots carrying highJevel data Iink control (HDLC)
data, such as data for common channel signaling (CCS), a special
adaptation is provided that saves bandwidth by suppressing idle
flags, Jacobs says.
That is the approach they took at the Medical Center and
School of Medicine at UCSF. The IT department linked all Medical
Center sites-including three hospitals as well as 75 offices and
clinical locations distributed across three main campuses-onto a
single broadband network. Their Unified Network Project runs on
a gigabit Ethernet metropolitan area network (MAN)-required
for carrying heary data traffic such as medical imaging files. The
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original network configuration demanded 35 point-to-point T1
lines for delivering voice traffic between the sites.
"With new technologies such as VoIP available, we wanted to
save the cost ofthe leased lines by also sending the voice traffic
over gigabit Ethernet," explains Sproul. They tested several VoIP
solutions, but the experiences were "a nightmare," according to
Sproul. "The VoIP equipment didn't work with our legacy equip-
ment. We already had a dependable voice network in place, which
we wanted to continue using."
When Sproul heard about RAD's TDM-over-IP solution, he de-
cided to conduct some tests. UCSF Medical Center installed RAD's
Pseudowire multiplexer at its eight main network locations, with
backup units to ensure full redundancy. "We happily disconnected
the 4O-plus T1 lines we were using for voice, for annual savings ap-
proaching $200,000," claims Sproul. The modular network design
enables the IT department to deploy additional communication
links between buildings, as needed.
"I am pleased to report that all our voice traflic is running over
our high-speed gigabit Ethernet MAN," he says. "Performance thus
far has been outstanding. In three years we have had a total oftwo
trouble tickets opened-and both of them were caused by human,
not equipment, failure.
"It works so well that we've had to retrain our people on the
system-they'd forgotten how to program it," Sproul says. "The
equipment is working seamlessly with our legacy network, which
includes Cisco routers and Siemens HiPath PBXs that use an inter-
machine protocol called CORNET," he adds.
"Our blockage is under one percent," he adds (typical on a net-
work is about six percent). He is especially happy with the lack of
trouble tickets: Two in three years contrasts with the two per week
one might expect on a T1-based network with the 58 trunks UCSF
now has on its legacy system.
Kicking Off a Project
Not everyone will be as far along as UCSF. When the time comes
to begin convergence, Nelson recommends starting with one com-
munity (administrators, faculty, students) and breaking that down
by application (first messaging/e-mail/voicemail, then VoIP, etc.).
He says the fundamental approach is to think by application.
"But try it out on your IT staff first, fix the problems, then roll it
out," he advises.
That approach is the right way to go, Cunningham agrees.
"Start small, in a controlled environment with a group that un-
derstands technology and is willing to test technology and prove it
out," he says.
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"No matter how well you plan, you'll forget some things," Cun-
ningham continues. "Start small, learn from any mistakes, define
your processes. Then expand as needs dictate."
Adding video and/or voice to an IP network, for example,
requires the execution of several well-documented readiness steps/
checklists, Nelson notes. "This is no longer cutting-edge technol-
ogy, but it is leading edge and therefore requires careful planning
and execution," he says.
"Planning goes beyond the telecom director," Floyd says. "You
need to have the CIO and CTO involved, along with the telecom
and datacom managers," she says. "someone at the CTO level
should be aware of what initiatives are under consideration around
campus."
Although the finished product ofa converged network is a good
marketing and practical tool, the news that a campus is migrating
to a converged network is irrelevant to the community at large.
"What is relevant is the introduction of new capabilities (e.g., uni-
fied messaging) and the necessary training to recognize the return
on that investment [ROI]," Nelson says.
Some projects-say, a single converged application or ser-
vice-can be executed in a matter of a month or two. In contrast,
re-cabling a campus and moving to a hosted environment should
be planned in terms of years.
AT&T's Glubochansky agrees that the time frame will vary
greatly. "Migration from a TDM to an IP PBX can be done in a
matter of months," he says. "But if you are migrating a complete set
ofapplications, you are looking at a three- to five-year horizon."
Driving Forces
Voice people often are intimidated by the move to a converged
network, but it does not have to be that way.
When the concept of a converged network first came out, ev-
erything appeared to be data oriented.
"Years ago, there was concern on the voice side," Cunningham
says. "But now that we are into deployment, some of the principles
on the voice side are coming to the fore," he notes.
One major advantage for the voice trained is their commitment
to uptime. The traditional solution from data people to many data
problems is simply to reboot. "With voice people, there is a whole
different level ofqualityexpected," Cunningham says. "Voice de-
rnands 2417 service. The data world is gaining a new appreciation
for the standards and practices followed in the telecom world.
His advice, whether convergence appears imminent or not, is to
become knowledgeable about convergence. "Build your education-
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al background with organizations like ACUTA," he suggests. "Use
the resources and experience ofothers. Learn from their experi-
ences. Develop a good argument both for doing it and not doing it.
You can be sure that, one way or the other, it is going to come up."
Everyone seems to agree. "Planning is the key," Floyd says.
"Once you get buy-in on a convergence project from the higher
administration, you will get the funding," she says. "Give them a
strategic plan outlining what the various departments will do with
the technology. But, she concedes, funding will never be a smooth
ride.
Any plan must include costs. Nelson is not being c1,nical, just
practical, when he advises to set the convergence budget for more
than you expect and more than the vendors lead you to believe.
"These initiatives are fraught with hidden costs. But they are still
compelling ROI when they are all said and done," he concludes.
Glubochansky agrees. "Look at the ROI over a period of
months or years. Look at cost management, functionality, fea-
tures," he suggests. He notes that there are grants for projects that
will enhance campus security. "That's often where convergence
starts-getting a grant for a project that will not work on the
existing network. It can be security. It can be a potential new, cool,
high-impact student service. "
Cunningham says there will not always be the big dollar savings
that everyone expects. "People always cite economic reasons for
convergence, but it will not always be cheaper in the long run," he
says. Especially with smaller, single-campus colleges, the payback
might be more in flexibility than in cash. Larger colleges, those
with several small satellite locations or international Iocations, will
find that the converged network fits nicely and will give dollar sav-
Convergence really started many years ago in the technology
and maintenance departments when they started issuing trouble
tickets and work orders. Next public safety embraced lP-based
wireless to track license plates from patrol cars. Now everyone
wants wireless access from everywhere on campus.
"There are one million students at four-year schools," Glubo-
chansky points out. "Students and faculty already are using wire-
less, IP phones, wireless e-mail and other technology that benefits
from convergence. We are learning that the converged network
improves safety as well as the educational environment and makes
for a better community."
Curt Harler is a contributing editor to the ACLITA Journal. Reach him at curt@
curtharler.com.

Michael E Finneran
dBrn Associates, lnc.
Planning Convergence at FSU
"Convergence is going to happen, either
,o you or with yort." In one sentence that's
how Harvey "Buck" Buchanan, director of
the Office of Telecommunications (OTC)
at Florida State University (FSU), sum-
marizes his view of integrated communica-
tions. A 28-year veteran at the school and
with 10 years in the director's role, Bu-
chanan has no illusions about the scale of
the task OTC faces. He is a firm believer in
the philosophy that if you spend your time
looking back, you're not moving forward.
"Today we face a need to squeeze more
traffic onto our networks," says Buchanan.
"We're being asked to take our traditional
local analog telephone loops (up to 15,000
feet), coax video systems, and legacy ap-
plications and convert them into a single
converged network interface that ulti-
mately gets delivered on an Ethernet drop
with a maximum range of only 328 feet.
This shift moves our legacy networks from
a proprietary environment (e.g., voice
TDM, cable TV) onto one shared network.
We are going from being the only fish in
the pond to one of many fish in the pond.
Our former dedicated traffic streams have
become just one more packet among many
packets trying to better utilize bandwidth
on a shared network. We all know the
technical buzzword: convergence."
FSU is the 22nd-largest university in
the country, offering undergraduate, grad-
uate, and professional programs for rough-
ly 40,000 students. With a full-time staff of
75, Buchanan and his team are responsible
for an extensive campuswide backbone
supporting approximately 25,000 attached
devices. The university includes 16 colleges
and operates a residence hall system that
provides on-campus housing for 6,200
students. Along with running the combined
campus technical help desk, OTC manages
voice, data, wireless, access control/security,
and video networking systems for approxi-
mately 105 main campus buildings.
To prepare for convergence, the IT
structure was reorganized in Iune 2005,
moving OTC under the Office of Technol-
ogy Integration division as part of a new
organization reporting to the university's
chief information officer. At the same time,
OTC maintained its traditional ties for
auxiliary operations under the Finance
and Administration Department and now
reports jointly.
Campus lnfrastructure
Associate director for Operations and
Technology Charles Friedrich explains the
development of the core FSU infrastructure
philosophy following the reorganization:
"Our goal was to have all departments on a
Ievel playing field and to be sure that funds
were applied to identified projects with
objectives that benefitted the most users."
The first challenge that OTC faced
was defining a clear point of demarcation
between centrally managed services and de-
partment-managed services. In some cases
the departments owned the entire building
data infrastructures, while others required
complete support from OTC. The various
departments and schools within FSU had
differing levels of IT expertise and funding,
and as a result they took different levels of
responsibility in maintaining and operating
their in-building networks.
To help clarifi, ownership, set exPecta-
tions, and improve network management
capabilities, OTC began a campuswide
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program to install uniform state-of-the-
art building entry switches (BES) from
Foundry Networks to serve as the building
demark to the core network. The program
was called Smoothing the Edge. Highly
successful, the program is now in its third
phase, with almost every fiber-enabled
building on the campus connected via a
BES switch.
The core network, managed by associate
director Don Pace, consists of nine Cisco
65XX routers connected over a redundant,
fiber-based 10 Gbps resilient packet ring
(RPR). While smoothing the edge, the OTC
team upgraded the available bandwidth to
all the liber-enabled buildings from
50 M-100 Mbps to I Gbps. The goals of
the BES program were to increase inter-
building bandwidth to 1 Gbps, install
additional fiber-optic connections across
the core, implement new management
tools, upgrade UPSs, and increase the core
network transport to 10 Gbps. The overall
result was to improve network response
and management capabilities while making
FSU's core network "utility grade" (a.k.a.,
99.999o/o uptime).
Another key feature of OTC's converged
network approach was developed as it
worked with its user departments to de-
termine their support needs. At one end of
the spectrum, there were user departments
that interconnected to OTC's campuswide
core network at the BES and could take
care of all the in-building LAN infrastruc-
ture equipment (excluding wiring) on their
own. However, if a department didn't have
the expertise required to support its own
infrastructure, it could enter into a Service-
Level Understanding (SLU) with OTC,
which would then provide service and
support all the way to the wall plate. These
SLUs cover switch hardware/software,
UPSs, limited wireless LAN access points,
patch cords, network monitoring, and life
cycle replacement. Now about 9,000 of the
university's 25,000 ports (roughly one-
third) are handled under SLUs.
The TDM-based voice network is cur-
rently provided on a Nortel Meridian MSL-
100-based digital Centrex network supplied
by the local telephone company, Embarq,
and managed by OTC. The carrier-grade
class-5 end office is physically located on
the FSU campus and supports approxi-
mately 10,000 lines. )
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With its campus infrastructure now
moving forward, OTC is embarking on
its first production trial of an IP PBX, a
Nortel CS10008. The IP-based system has
200 stations supporting OTC and Univer-
sity Computer Seruices personnel in two
locations. To date, the deployment of the
VoIP services have been well accepted and
technical problems have been few. OTC has
found differing levels of interest concern-
ing unified communications applications
among the various schools, but their
deployment will come down to finding a
sound business case or the "killer applica-
tion," whichever comes first.
Other Key Network Elements
All students, faculty, and administrators
have access to FSU's wireless LAN, which
includes about 380 stand-alone 802.11 ac-
cess points, 2 t high-capacity arrays, and an
additional eight legacy 802.1 1 panel anten-
nas serving outdoor areas on the campus.
The WLAN network supports 802.llalblg
devices today, though OTC is looking into
802.1 ln support. "On-campus wireless use
is growing exponentially," says Friedrich.
"We are approaching wireless deployment
and management with the same philosophy
as the core network upgrade. The goal is
to improve management and security and
update technology while following a well-
thought-out plan."
OTC also operates the university's cable
TV system. It receives a bulk fiber feed
from the local cable company, filters some
of the channels, and inserts six additional
channels in its own headend. The bi-direc-
tional system, called Seminole Cable Vision
(SCV), delivers 70+ analog channels plus
two HBO channels. A converged network
will enable such applications as IPTV for
educational video and, one day perhaps,
IPTV for entertainment video as well.
OTC's assistant director, Colleen
Henderson, manages the campuswide
card access/security systems and closed
circuit TV (CCTV) systems. Access/secu-
rity systems are installed in more than 63
on- and off-campus buildings, with 689
electronically controlled doors and a total
of 2,051 monitored inputs. All those are
supported on either dedicated switch ports
or VLANs running over the new building
entry switches to the core network. That
represents a significant upgrade from the
preconvergence RS-232 and dry-pair net-
work used only a few years ago.
The campuswide security video camera
system (CCTV) is also being steered toward
the converged network. Given the distances
involved in many of the CCTV camera
runs, a traditional coaxial cable-based sys-
tem is deployed today rather than IP video.
However, as more buildings are retrofitted
with upgraded pathways and new network
switches, IP video cameras are starting to
be deployed. Buchanan adds, "Our goal is
to one day have all IPTV cameras across
campus with an enterprisewide network
video recorder system. The real success has
come from working with the FSU chief of
police to determine policy and deployment
requirements. The Florida State Univer-
sity Police Department has been an ideal
partner in working through the operational
issues."
All the systems mentioned above run
over FSU's ever-growing outside plant
infrastructure composed of approximately
7 miles of underground duct bank, with
150 manholes connecting the 105 campus
buildings over the 400-acre campus. This
system contains 38 miles of fiber-optic
cable, 50 miles of copper cable, and 5 miles
ofcoaxial cable supporting voice, data,
CATV, security, and building entry systems.
For Internet access, FSU is one of l0
equity members in Florida Lambda Rail
(FLR). FLR has deployed more than 1,540
miles of dark fiber and provides a dedicated
statewide communication facility with
nodes located throughout the state. The
foundation of the infrastructure is a dense
wave division multiplexing-based optical
footprint using Cisco 15454 optical systems
with a capacity of 32 wavelengths per fiber
pair. Each wavelength can support trans-
mission rates of up to l0 billion bits per
second (OC-192), or a total ofabout 320
Gbps per fiber pair. As an equity member,
FSU is connected with a primary 10 Gbps
access and a secondary I Gbps connection
to the MPLS-based fiber backbone.
Preparing for Convergence
Interestingly, when asked about network
integration, Buchanan talks more about
people than he does about technology. An
experienced network manager, he acknowl-
edges that change doesn't happen quickly,
and a manager has to recognize the differ-
ences among people in the department.
Having worked in both voice and data
networking, Buchanan can see both sides
and readily acknowledges the differences
in background between voice and data
technicians.
Buchanan went on to explain, "The
technology to do convergence, while not
simple or cheap, is available. However,
I suspect the biggest challenge for any
organization lies in the areas of shifting
business models, organizational blending,
operational expectations, and determining
where communications really are headed
within your particular user community."
Getting the voice and data groups
under the same management structure
was an important first step, he concedes,
but the more important factor was getting
the people to "rub shoulders" and come
together in a common purpose. The key
change, Buchanan points out, is, "\A/hen
you get down to it, people who eat, drink,
and sleep technology are all the same. Once
they realize they're on the same team, they
don't think turf."
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Conclusion
By any measure, the transition to a con-
verged network environment is a major
undertaking. Buchanan talks about a core
networking philosophy and strategy that
was developed to get the OTC staff through
this type of transition. Major change
requires consensus, and consensus comes
from trust. You can't push people into new
technologies; you have to guide them into
commitments they are comfortable with.
Money will certainly be an issue,
and the university is exploring different
approaches regarding how the required
investments will be funded. It is only when
you have achieved consensus regarding
the overall goals and a plan to flnance the
undertaking that you can begin to address
the technology initiatives.
Friedrich puts it this way: "Our environ-
ment is changing so fast and is so complex
that I've told my staff to 'stop playing
checkers and learn to play chess'. We have
to think ahead and be ready, not surprised.
Follow our structure and plans, but allow
for flexibility. That's the key."
Recognizing the scale and diversity,
FSU is taking a measured approach and
has avoided falling flat by trying to push
the ultimate solution before the founda-
tion is in place. Convergence will involve a
university-wide realignment focusing first
on the infrastructure and personnel issues
to ensure that the foundations are sound.
That done, FSU will be ready to put a sus-
tainable convergence plan into action.
Michael E Finneran, President of dBrn Associates,
lnc., is an independent consultant, industry analyst,
and writer. A regular contributor to the NoJitter and
UC Strategies websites, he was also a longtime
columnist lor Busrness Communications Review.
He recently published his lirst book titled Voice Over
Wireless LANs-The Complete Gurde (Burlington,
Mass: Newnes,2008).
Corinne Hoch
Columbia University
Columbia University's Formula for the Future
Organizational Convergence + Network Convergence = Flexibility
The vision statement for Columbia University
Information Technology (CUIT), developed
and contributed to by the entire staff of vice
president and CIO Candace Fleming, is:
We lead the delivery of world-class
int e gr at e d info rm ati o n t e ch n ol o gi e s
to advance Columbia University's
global leadership in research, teaching,
learning and community outreach. By
engaging our team of professionals and
collaborating with strategic partners,
we enable our clients to achieve their
goals and enrich the Columbia Uni-
versity experience.
We translate that vision statement into our
paths toward convergence, emulating the in-
formation technology industry's surge toward
uniformity. Our objective is to provide sim-
plicity for the client where there once was great
complexity, allowing our faculty, students,
administrators, and staff to concentrate on the
pursuit of global endeavors.
The road to convergence must be under-
taken one step at a time, recognizing the value
of our IT staff and the relevance of our systems
and services to the clients whom we serve. We
must never falter in our vision, our direction.
Some of our major steps on this road
include the following:
. Winter 2004: Announcement of IT Merger
Intent
Two separate technology departments,
Academic Information Systems (AcIS) and
Administrative Information Services (AIS), re-
ceived the news of the intent of the university
to streamline the provision of technology. We
were to become a new, integrated information
technology organization, combining in-
frastructure, applications, user services, and se-
curity staff and programs. The result would be a
more effective use of IT expertise and resources,
allowing for a clarified and coordinated approach
to client support.
In preparation for the merger, we were asked
to identifr sl,nergies within the two areas with
the goal of working together in partnership. We
looked forward to developing templates to define
IT roles, identifring methodologies to improve
current business processes and developing an
educational plan to communicate the changes.
. Winter 2005: Establishment of Executive Lead-
ership Team and Reorganization ofIT
Fleming, who was chosen to lead the new IT
organization, was committed to making the new
organization work well for the university. She
embarked un the journey toward convergence
with the recognition that it is an evolutionary,
customer-focused, and culture-focused process.
An excellent Executive Leadership Team was
selected from key areas representing the strengths
of the combined organization.
As soon as the Executive Leadership Team
was in place and management and staff buy-in
obtained, the new IT realignment was an-
nounced. We were ready. The combined organi-
zation had the scale and the ability to reshape IT.
We would soon be able to provide more value to
clients through innovative technology offerings,
significant service enhancements, simplified
business processes, and easier access to informa-
tion.
. Spring 2006: Organization and Tasks of IT
Leadership Council
To collaborate with strategic partners through-
out the university, Fleming initiated a joint
sponsorship with community stakeholders. She
teamed with IT groups across Columbia to help
prioritize initiatives, share ideas, and develop
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agreements with preferred suppliers, consortia, and peers. Monthly
meetings of the IT Leadership Council continue to be held.
The need to capitalize on and grow from the strong relation_
ships that we had with our clients was recognized, reinforced, and
maintained.
One of the first major tasks for the Executive Leadership Team
was to identifr and agree on the many facets within the newly com-
bined area on which to focus time and dollars. Balancing the IT
priorities set forth by senior management and the needs identified
by the IT managers with the demands dictated by the university
community and available funding is a constant challenge. Review_
ing the dichotomy on a regular basis is required. The identification
of needs is relatively simple, but the inevitable juggling act requires
skillful listening, analysis, synthesis, and constant communication.
. Summer 2006: Development of fob Families
Embarking on an organizational development project, we began to
develop consistent and standardized job descriptions, career paths,
titles, and grades and to assess pay equity throughout CUIT. The
project was designed to introduce a work management structure to
address those issues and enable the future evolution and manage_
ment of the new IT workforce.
2.
1.
We realized the following results from this effort:
New job families encompassing job descriptions for all posi_
tions within CUIT as defined today, with a plan for continual
refinement as departments evolve and mature.
Clear designation of similar or related jobs, whether within one
unit or across multiple units.
Clear and consistent titles across CUIT.
Recalibrating ofgrades to appropriately relate job responsi_
bilities to the university's job-grade framework and to ensure
consistency and equity across CUIT.
. Summer 2006: Centralized Help Desk and Branding Effort
The design ofan elegant navigation strategy to help the univer_
sity more easily find the technology services and products that it
needs is an ongoing process. Some of the steps taken initially were
to focus on centralizing our voice and data help desks, increasing
staffing, improving the knowledge base, lengthening schedules, and
enhancing the infrastructure.
Working with our internal communications area we devel_
oped a new look for a new department. Our new name, Columbia
University Information Technology, emerged, as did our new logo,
our new plan for signage, and improved webpages. Opportunities
abounded for us to communicate the promise of our enhanced image.
. Summer 2007: IT Culture Change Workshops
To help us better understand ourselves during the development
ofthe new IT organization, workshops on culture change were
held and additional staff development training offered. We all
go through identifiable phases during a merger, and it is helpful
to know what to anticipate. We are better able to cope when we
recognize that our reactions are normal, so we,ll be more produc_
tive when we are able to take a step away from the day_to_day,
often overwhelming, responsibilities. The transition to the new IT
organization is easier and accelerated with the intent of improv_
ing organizational efficiency while reducing the negative impact of
change.
. 2007-2008: Delivery of Enterprise Systems and Enhancements
Maintaining productivity in the new IT environment is certain_
Iy one of the measurements of our successfully merged organiza_
tion, as shown by the list of some of our recent deliverables:
Professional Communications Cost Management
Millions Recovered! Billions Unclaimed! Call us
today to get back your share of the money phone
companies collect from errors and overcharges In
YOUR phone biils!
"Recovery Consutting helped resolve technical issues
related to our wireless services, and has saved us
several hundred thousand doltars to date!.
Doug Walker 
- 
pike Township School Corp.
Business Telecommunications & Wireless Cost Recovery
Cost Analysis - Expense Reduction - Dispute Resolution
Help Desk & Support Services
120 East Market Street, Suite 1101, Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone 317-630-4100 Fax 3t7 _630_42O0
www. recovery_consu lting.com
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
New open-source e-mail system (C1T us).
New identity management system and recarding (Lenel)'
Enhanced oPen-source course management pilot (Sakaii)'
Upgraded human resources system (People@Columbia, People-
Soft).
Enhanced Rascal system for HIPPA compliance'
Implemented InfoEd grants management system'
7. Improved DARTS reliability and performance (Departmental
and Advanced Tracking and Reporting System), the major cam-
pus financial rePorting tool.
We've Come a Long Wa1l
We've come a long way since September 1955 when Columbia
installed the first comPuter on campus, and even since September
1988, the date of the installation of the first proprietary telecom-
munications system on camPus (integrating voice and data at
the station level). In 1988 we also installed the first proprietary
voicemail system and the first telephones in residence hall rooms'
and replaced all voice and data cabling on Columbia's campus' In
December 1999 Columbia announced the development of Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) by Henning Schulzrinne, a Columbia
professor of computer science.
Are we there yet? Alan Crosswell, associate vice president and
chief technology officer, admits that we aren't but says, "Where we
have a good network, we have the flexibility to allow it to respond
quickly and efficiently with powerful results."
A Giant Step Forward at the Studebaker Building
The landmark Studebaker Building, one of the first in Columbia's
planned northern campus in Manhattanville in New York City'
provided the opportunity for us to take a giant step forward
toward network convergence. Studebaker would be renovated
to offer the first upscale office space at Columbia, housing 700
administrators and allowing us to develop a unique IT model
with one common network infrastructure for VoIP, managed
desktops, video, data, security, building management systems'
and collocated IT suPPort.
Crosswell led the VoIP project team, composed of staff with
legacy telecommunications skills and expertise as well as those
with good, home-grown e-mail and networking talent' He quick-
1y observed the strength ofhis team on all sides and ieveraged it'
noting that the team members worked well together' resPecting
and learning from each other. He was grateful for the combina-
tion of customer focus and openness to new ideas that resulted
in a successful VoIP dePloYment.
The VoIP team designed what it refers to as a survivable IP
network with as much diversity as economically feasible' such as
outside fiber routes, inside vertical riser fiber, dual power sup-
plies, a diesel generator, PoE, dual switch uplinks, SIP, and a few
POTS lines, just in case' Nothing was overlooked in the network
design for the Studebaker pioneers'
Because those pioneers were relocating from several differ-
ent geographic locations, much thought went into planning the
transition from various telephone systems' Focus groups were
held during the planning process as a way of introducing the
pioneers to the concept of one network for everlthing, solicit-
ing their ideas for features as well as the name of the new VoIP
system. And the provision of VoIP service for those who would
move to Studebaker months before their actual move resulted in
the assurance that anyone would be able to use the phone on the
network on the first daY of the move.
NetPhone was the logical name of choice for that one net-
work supporting commercial off-the-shelf phones and media
gateways on open-source call control and feature servers' voice-
mail, conference mixing as well as an open-source web-provisioning
application.
Printed media emerged on the Web, as quick reference guides'
and. in Welcome to Studebakerl packets in conjunction with the
following project time line:
April 2006: Project initiation
October 2006: Prototlpe VoIP service in operation
November 2006: Feature moratorium
December 2006: VoIP project staff on early production VoIP
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Febnrarv 2007:
Iune 2007:
First CL,Il' staff rlloving to Str-rdebaker
on production \blP
Ploduction sen'ice reaclr,tbr frrst CUIT nror.c tcr
Studebal<er'
strineent standirrds so thirt our project u.ould contribute to that
rcputation. fhis is sti1l a tork in progress, butrr-c takc pride in
rvhat r.e'r'e accomplishecl. Our grcatcst satistiction, as rte Iook back
over the pilst t\\.o vearsj comes from thc reirlization of our vision:
l l,'e ale norr. in a position to lead the delivcry of wo rld class integrot-
ed inlbrrnatiott technoh:tgies to a.rlvttnt'.e Columbia L\iversity's globdl
leadersltip in rescarch, Ltachi.ng, l.earning, attd t:onrmtrnity ot.ttreach.
By enga,qittg oLLr teLttt o.f pro_fe ssionals and collaLtora.ting with strate gic
po.rtners, we cnoblc our clienls to otJ'Licye their goaLs a.n.d enri.ch tlrc
t oltLtttl,irt ( rii ri',,it r'(.\p('rial/ri'.
Corinne Hoch is director CRM, at Columbia Un versity. She is also ACUTAs
president-elect for 2007-08. Reach her at hoch@columbia.edu.
r\ngust 2007: IIR and Finance (iror-rps rnove into Stuclebaker
\\re attribute the succe ss of the \irIP implementation f rr)je ct
ert Studebaker to thc flexibiiil-v attaincd tl'rrough organizational
coll\icrgence, lechnolosical con\.ergencc, and to the conr.crgence of
thougl-rt. Our membership and pirrlicipation in ACUTA, Conrnron
Solutions Group, Intelnet2, ancl NYSF,RNet 1ed to collaborirtion
rt ith (,orne11, NII'I', Northt estern, tl-rc Unir.ersitr. of North Caro-
lina-,llhapel Hill, thc Unir.ersitv of Pennsr.Lr.ania, irnd manv others.
Conclusion
Colun-rbia l'ras built a repr-ltatio1r for excellencc ovcr lran).r.ears. As
tc facecl tl'rc challenges that come rvith conr.crgcnce, \\re applicd
HOP ON
CO LI.EG E5 & U N IVE RS ITI E5.ffi
Kirk J. Nahra
Wiley Rein
To subscribe to Wiley Rein's free privacy
newsletter,Privacy in Focus, go to http://
wwwwileyrein.com/newsletters.cf m
Assessing and Managing Privacy and
Security Risks
Privacy and security must be critical
areas of concern for any organization that
maintains personal information about
customers or employees. New laws are be-
ing created by the states on a weekly basis.
Federal regulators are issuing new rules
routinely. Congress continues to debate
new federal legislation. Various busi-
ness groups are releasing "best practices"
guidelines or developing binding contrac-
tual commitments concerning privacy and
security. And courts are being flooded with
new kinds of privacy and security claims,
all trying to cash in on the almost constant
publicity surrounding security breaches,
identity theft, and privacy concerns.
These developments all point in the
same direction-the privacy and security
environment is becoming more complicat-
ed, more risky, and more regulated and is
having a substantial impact on virtually ev-
ery company. For some enterprises-those
in the healthcare and financial services
industries, for example-these concerns
are not new (although the overall complex-
ity is growing). For many others, it is now
time to realize that these problems are real,
that the risks are significant, and that it is
time to get a good understanding of the full
range of privacy and security issues affect-
ing their organization.
So what can you do to get started? You
need a privacy and security assessment, one
that permits your institution to evaluate
its primary areas of legal obligation and to
identifr areas that are most likely to create
risk. This assessment is not designed to
answer all ofyour privacy and security
questions, but it is a good starting point to
considering areas of primary concern for
your organization.
The key to an assessment is identifring
how you gather, store, and disclose personal
information about faculty, staff, students,
and others. If you were an "unregulated"
company-a qpical retailer, for example-
the goal would be to meet a reasonable
baseline of privacy and security standards,
as set by the Federal Trade Commission,
numerous state laws, and a variety of best
practices that apply to personal informa-
tion, largely independent ofbusiness con-
text. Ifyou were a tax preParer, cell phone
company, bank, or healthcare company,
you would have additional requirements
and concerns specific to your business. But
any entity (including a college or univer-
sity) that creates, maintains, or discloses
personal information about customers,
clients, and/or employees needs to have an
approach to dealing with each ofthe areas
identified by this assessment to allow it not
only to identifr and manage risk but also to
take reasonable-and sometimes surpris-
:l?tJ 
*.r-"eps to reduce overall expo-
Conducting an Efiective Privacy and Security
Assessment
The key goal of a privacy and security
assessment is to understand where data
exists, where and how it is gathered and
stored, and what is done with this data.
Many of the security breaches publicized
over the past few years have resulted in
widespread head scratching: Why did the
government employee take 26 million
Social Security numbers home with him
at night? Why did the regional manager
have so many employee records on her
laptop? Why were Social Security numbers
provided to a vendor running a consumer
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Esatisfaction survey? When organizations
conduct these assessments, they can un-
derstand what kinds of information exist
within their enterprises and what is done
with it. This assessment, which should
focus on all personal information about
faculty, staff, and students, will provide a
baseline not only for assessing what laws
and reguiations are relevant but also for
creating an integrated, overarching ap-
proach to data protection. Until you know
what data you have and what is done with
it, you cannot have effective privacy and
security compliance.
So what are the key areas to evaluate in
your assessment?
Security Practices
While privacy came out of the box Iirst,
concerns about information security now
dominate the landscape for the protection
of personal information. And despite the
enormous publicity about security breaches
and the increased regulation ofsecurity
practices, visible security failures are almost
constant. This means that increasing and
improving security protection for sensitive
personal information must be at the top
of the priority list for any entity, including
institutions, retailers, on-line merchants,
banks, schools, healthcare entities, and the
rest of corporate America. The challenge of
the security component of your assessment
is to identifr current practices and, more
significantly, define gaps where security
procedures are not appropriately focused
on responding to regulatory obligations
and practical risks.
This assessment effort needs to focus
on two broad categories ofactivities. First,
everyone needs to recognize the increas-
ing regulation of information security
practices, from the Federal Trade Commis-
sion's best practices to the new standards
imposed for any entity that accepts credit
cards. Every business needs to review these
requirements and implement appropriate
security practices to meet the standards.
Remember, security perlection is not
required, but failures based on inadequate
practices will be visible, prominent, and
attacked by a wide variety of constituen-
cies. Also, ifyour enterprise accepts credit
cards, be aware of the new PCI (Payrnent
Card Industry) security standards and the
increased contractual commitments your
bank and credit card company likelv will
seek from you with respect to your security
practices.
Beyond these overall compliance
requirements, businesses next need to
focus on practical employee training and
developing an effective overall security
program. This program needs to recognize
that security is not just about controlling
your computer network. Security breaches
encompass a wide range of problem areas,
including not only hackers but also paper
files, lost data tapes, and various physical
security measures. Since many of these
areas are outside the domain of an infor-
mation technology department, the first
challenge for many enterprises is figuring
out who should run an overall information
security program.
In addition to these programmatic ef-
forts, individual behavior can greatly affect
information security. Whether it is enforc-
ing password requirements, dictating new
practices for the protection oflaptops, or
simpiy teaching employees how to protect
)
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information (and how to stay away from
sensitive information that is not legiti-
mately part of their work), effective and
practical training can go a long way toward
reducing security risk.
Core Privacy lssues
Beyond many of these security practices,
a wide variety of substantive privacy laws
restrict how specific kinds ofpersonal data
can be used and disclosed. The heaithcare
privacy rules (HIPAA) and the financial
services rules (from the Gramm-Leach-
BlileyAct) are two of the most prominent.
In addition to these industry-specific legal
requirements, there is an emerging array
ofbest practices for the collection, use,
and disclosure of personal information
across industries, which are supplemented
by additional context-specific require-
ments. Your privacy assessment should be
designed to help you identify the primary
uses and disclosures of personal informa-
tion, so that you can concentrate on the
relevant rules and best practices applicable
to colleges and universities.
One of the key areas of concern for
many businesses relates to how customer
information is used for marketing pur-
poses, both by the company that initially
collected the information and by others to
whom the information is disclosed. Ac-
cordingly, while the standards vary some-
what by industry, most companies conduct
marketing activities that require compli-
ance with, and awareness of, the numerous
marketing-related privacy rules.
ln many ways, a desire to restrict mar-
keting activities has been driving many of
the most prominent privacy rules. Fur-
thermore, Congress and federal regulators
(along with their state counterparts) con-
tinue to struggle with what the dominant
privacy principles should be. Nonetheless,
companies need to assess their marketing
activities to determine whether they trigger
compliance obligations under any of these
privacy principles.
The most prominent marketing rule is
the "Do Not Call" Iist, enforced primarily
by the Federal Trade Commission and the
Federal Communications Commission.
This highly visible and supported rule cre-
ates substantial compliance obligations for
any enterprise that conducts telemarketing
activities of any kind, encompassing not
only the overall Do-Not-Call List, but also
the development of a "company specific"
do-not-call list for existing customers. The
law requires significant monitoring and
training of agents as well, whether telemar-
keting firms or others that may be selling
your products for you. The fines for viola-
tions have been substantial.
Separate rules relate to e-mail market-
ing and fax marketing. The fax marketing
rules are still under development, with
regulators struggling to evaluate whether to
allow fax marketing to preexisting custom-
ers. On the e-mail front, in recognition
(so far) of the fact that a "do-not-email"
list will likely be unsuccessful, the rules
essentially permit "one free e-mail" but re-
quire companies to provide each consumer
the ability to opt out of future marketing
emails. Companies must make sure they
have a means of receiving and policing the
opt-outs.
Aside from these core provisions,
various other marketing-related principles
exist. The Children's Online Privacy
Protection Act (COPPA) rules apply if
companies collect information online from
children for use in connection with mar-
keting or for any other purpose. This rule
requires specific permission from parents
(and documentation of that permission)
before children's information can be col-
lected. This is a high-risk area; be very
cautious if your company has any dealings
with the online collection of information
about children. This applies to colleges and
universities as well.
Also, be aware that the Federal Trade
Commission enforces privacy commit-
ments made on company web sites. This
enforcement has the potential to affect a
large number of businesses because more
companies operate websites and use them
to conduct business than conduct regulated
marketing activities. If you make commit-
ments on your website or in your policy
about how you will use personal informa-
tion, whether in the marketing context or
otherwise, you need to make sure that you
follow through on those commitments.
On the whole, the privacy side of this
assessment needs to ( 1) identif,, the kinds
of information collected; (2) assess what
happens to this information once it has
been collected; and (3) evaluate the chan-
nels and purposes for disclosure ofthis
information, to business partners, vendors,
and others.
Social Security Numbers
While broader questions of privacy and
security can be complicated, schools and
companies should pay special attention to
the single most sensitive piece of personal
information that exists-the Social Security
number (SSN). The SSN is the Holy Grail
to a data thief; it is the entryway to a wide
range of opportunities for identity theft,
financial fraud, and other privacy and se-
curity harms. Yet in most cases companies
cannot identifu to any reasonable degree
where they collect SSNs, what the numbers
are used for, where they are stored, and to
whom the numbers are disclosed. In many
cases SSNs are routinely collected and
disclosed simply because people are not
thinking about the risks.
There is no more effective means of
reducing overall privacy and security risk
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within a company than to reduce dramati-
cally the use and disclosure ofand access to
Social Security numbers. When a company
collects this information from customers,
or a school collects it from students, the
risks are substantial. But many companies
fail to assess the risks from the collection of
SSNs from employees. In many circum-
stances, SSNs are widely available across
companies and distributed to a wide range
of service providers and business partners,
without reasonable analysis of the need for
this information to be provided or extra
precautions that could be taken to reduce
risks. Every school and company should
place an enormous priority on a thorough
review ofoverall practices involving Social
Security numbers.
Vendor Management
In addition to your own practices, all
schools and companies need to include
in their assessment an identification of
vendors who receive personal informa-
tion, including what they receive, why they
receive it, and what controls are placed on
them. Vendor risks are creating significant
legal and practical-management challenges,
particularly for entities that employ large
numbers of vendors. For most compa-
nies, this problem cuts in two directions:
Most companies are both "principals" and
"agents" and therefore need to develop ap-
propriate contractual protections for both
receiving and passing on sensitive data.
Implementing appropriate vendor con-
trols is a legal requirement in most situa-
tions. Accordingly, schools and companies
must focus their attention on (1) identi$,-
ing their vendors that receive personal
information; (2) ascertaining whether those
vendors need to have the data; (3) develop-
ing appropriate contractual protections for
any vendor that receives or creates personal
information; and (a) identi$ring an appro-
priate means of monitoring the activities of
vendors, particularly those who have either
large volumes of data or engage in sensitive
activities.
While you are evaluating your ven-
dors, keep in mind that your company is
also likely to be a vendor to others, so be
prepared to meet the demand for increased
contractual commitments from vour cus-
tomers as well.
)
Security Breach Notice lssues
Much of the credit for making security
breaches so visible in recent years rests with
the laws in more than 38 states requiring
notice of certain kinds of security breaches.
These laws apply to any company that
possesses the information covered by these
laws-primarily Social Security numbers,
credit card numbers, and bank account
numbers (although California recently
added healthcare information to this list).
Therefore, every business needs to be aware
of these laws. Moreover, because the laws
are triggered when something bad-a
security breach-has happened, companies
need to have a plan, in advance, for deal-
ing with security breaches. It is critical to
develop a mitigation plan that addresses
not only security breach notice issues but
also the wide range of other problems that
can arise. Mitigation means identifring
and fixing a problem so that the harm is
minimized or eliminated and the cause of
the problem is solved and does not recur.
While notice issues have occuPied
significant attention, many businesses have
failed to assess the underlying cause of
security breach problems, leaving them-
selves open to future problems and more
substantial regulatory or legal repercus-
sions. So it is critical for any institution to
have in place-before a breach-a plan for
addressing and responding to a security
breach. Knowing how to handle a security
breach needs to be part of an initial as-
sessment, mainly because any business enti-
ty-regardless of industry-is likely to have
a security breach at some point regardless
of the protections in place.
lnternational lssues
As if the complexity of United States
privacy and security law were not enough,
most companies and institutions also need
to consider the impact of international pri-
vacy laws. For the most part, each country
has developed its own privacy regime, and
most are more burdensome and restrictive
than those of the United States.
For many U.S. schools or comPanies,
the first brush with the international data
regulatory regime is related to student or
employee data; transmitting personal data
across international borders, particularly
leaving Europe, is exceedingly complicated.
For others, the requirements arise in rela-
tion to outsourcing contracts and other
contractual obligations, where institu-
tions or companies are required to make
representations about their international
compliance or the participation in the
Department of Commerce Safe Harbor
program. If you receive data from any
other country about individuals-whether
employees, customers, or others-or send
data to vendors or business partners in
other countries, you will need to evaluate
potential compliance options. Accordingly,
as part of your overall privacy assessment,
you need to ask the following key questions:
. Do you have personal data that crosses
international borders?
' If so, what kinds of data are involved,
and why are the data being transferred?
. Do you outsource any functions that
involve vendors located in other countries?
Once you have identified these basic
data flow issues through the assessment,
you can evaluate how to manage them,
including identifring what country's laws
are involved and how to comply with them.
Looking to the future, there is no indica-
tion that the international-information
dilemma will simplifr, particularly as more
countries create additional privacy and
security regulations.
Conclusion
A privacy and security assessment is just
the first step, although a critical one, for
an institution or a company to begin to
understand the magnitude of the privacy
and security risks it faces. The basic mes-
sage is clear: Privacy and security risks
affect every business today. To understand
the magnitude of this risk and how best
to mitigate it, an institution must have an
overall understanding of its data practices
and become knowledgeable about whether
it is in compliance with the ever-growing
array of legal, practical, and contractual
commitments imposed by the increasing
variety of privacy and security rules.
Kirk J. Nahra heads the Privacy Practice at Wiley
Rein LLP in Washington D.C. He is a certified
lnlormation Privacy Professional, and is the chair of
the Confidentiality, Privacy and Security Workshop
of the American Health lniormation Community.
Contact him at knahra@wileyrein.com.
@ Wiley Rein LLP This is a publication ol Wiley
Rein LLE providing general news about recent legal
developments, and should not be construed as
providing legal advice or legal opinions.You should
consult an attorney lor any specific legal questions.
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Brian C. Mitchell was named Bucknell University,s
16th president in luly 2004.
Before joining Bucknell, Mitchell served
as president of Washington & Jefferson College
( 1998-2004) and as president of the Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities of pennsyl-
vania ( I995- 1998).
His extensive knowledge ofprivate higher
education issues is underscored by a demonstrated
leadership in working within and outside the
university community. A champion of a liberal
arts education, Mitchell has committed his career
to ensuring an outstanding education at schools
like Bucknell.
In spring 2005, Mitchell launched a broadly
participative strategic planning process designed
to enhance Bucknell's already strong reputation.
The process has engaged the Board ofTrustees,
faculty, staff, students, parents, and alumni in
discussions about Bucknell,s future. The plan for
Bucknell, a strategic plan that is aspirational, chal_
lenging, motivating, and attainable, relies on the
support of Library and Information Technology
for the management and implementation of its
many tactics.
Mitchell received his ph.D. from the Uni_
versity of Rochester. A specialist in 19th-century
urban, ethnic, and labor history, Mitchell is author
of The Paddy Camps: The Irish of Lowell, 1821_
I86l (University oflllinois press, 1988), a critically
acclaimed work released in paperback in 2006.
Brian C. Mitchell, ph.D.
President, Bucknell University
ACUTA: Bucknell,s name came up on
a short list of campuses that are consid_
ered ('converged." Would you say you
are "fully converged,,, or is this a work
in progress? When did it begin? What
was the primaryimpetus for Bucknell to
pursue a converged network infrastruc_
ture: enhanced services and applications,
the opportunity to combine facilities and
support staff, or something else?
Mitchell: Bucknell University converged
the Bertrand Library and what was then
referred to as Computer and Communica_
tion Services nearly I 1 years ago, follow_
ing the formation of a task force that was
asked to investigate the benefits of doing
so. There was a realization then among the
library and information technology staffs
and among faculty, the administration, and
others that both IT and library services had
a common mission of sharing information
and that their partnership could enhance
their ability to deliver on that mission and
at the same time serve core academic needs
more effectively than as stand-alone units.
The university saw immediately that
convergence would create natural syrn-
metries that would enhance and improve
services, reduce redundancies and add efh-
ciencies, and provide opportunities to form
cross-functional teams that would benefit
from the expertise of each other.
The convergence has come a long way
since it started, but is still a work in prog-
ress, and we are continually looking for
ways to improve and enhance the partner-
ing. Most recently, the university hired a
chief information officer, param Bedi, who
oversees the newly renamed division of
Library and Information Technology.
ACUTA: How have you approached
developing an integrated campus infra_
structure? Was there an exploratory or
steering committee? If so, what job titles
were a part of that committee? If not, whal
departments took the lead in the process:
Academics? Computer services? presi-
dent's office? Interdisciplinary committee?
Mitchell: Two former associate vice presi_
dents who oversaw the library and infor_
mation technology branches, Ray Metz and
Gene Spencer, led a collaborative effort
involving advisory committees and the
administration to create the new organiza_
tion and infrastructure, which continues to
evolve.
In fact, we are constantly looking at
ways to enhance our service offerings. As
mentioned above, the University in January
hired a chief information officer. In April,
the unit changed its name from Informa_
tion Services and Resources to Library and
Information Technology to reflect the mis-
sion ofproviding library and technology
leadership to the Bucknell community. In
conjunction with that change, we are con_
tinuing to restructure the division to align
better with the evolving needs of students,
faculty and staff and to be more nimble in
fully meeting those needs, including the
many mutual needs shared by both the
academic and administrative areas. This
constant evolution around the knowledge
resources at the core ofthe Iibrary and IT
dimensions of the University would not be
possible if the two groups remained sepa-
rate entities.
The CIO is leading this effort and
working with faculty and administrators to
bring about more changes.
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ACUTA: What technical, financial, or organizational challenges
have made convergence more difficult? What have been the great-
est benefits of the converged approach?
Mitchell:Beforeweconverged,thelibrarycatalogandotherlibrary
systems were maintained by library staff. Since we moved these
services to be part of the infrastructure services, the servers are
maintained by the staff with the appropriate expertise' and now the
library catalog is treated as a critical service for the campus'
It took several years to merge our budgets' In the past' faculty
and others were concerned that information technology would
take budget away from the library materials lines, but we protect
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those lines and actually grow them at alarger percentage than IT
lines.
Culturally, it took a long time for the two subcultures of IT
and library to become converged' For example' the library had a
history of excellent service, which the IT side has benefited and
learned from over the years. On the other hand' the IT side had
a history of strong collaboration and inclusion' Ultimately these
strengths influenced both sides'
Among the benefits, convergence led to great improvements
in service. The lines between information and technology are
blurred for faculty and students since they use technology to access
knowledge resources, including research materials' As a merged
organization, Library and Information Technology focuses on
how its constituencies gain access to these knowledge resources'
whether in print or digital form. It aligns services in a way that
makes the most sense for them. And because Library and Informa-
tion Technology is one team, anyone in the organization can easily
involve those who have expertise in different areas of these projects
without having to worry about reporting structures or turf issues'
The structure enables slT rergies among staff that might not
otherwise take place. It brings appropriate staff together' with
the groupings driven by campus needs rather than being forced
or arbitrary. It is supplemented by an organizational culture that
encourages collaboration.
The Digital Initiatives Group, which consists of a librarian'
a programmer, and a manager, is a good example of this' The
workgroup is charged with building collections of digital objects'
such as images, video, and documents, that support teaching and
showcase the university's unique materials' This work crosses
traditionallibrary-ITboundariesandrequiresclosecollaboration
with systems administrators, database administrators' network ad-
ministrators,instructionaltechnologists,archivists'librarians'and
other library staff members. One recent project involved building
a collection of materials related to an event hosted on campus. To
support this project' the university's network administrator created
a tool to easily incorporate streamed digital video into a digital
repositorY system.
Another benefit of convergence is that we are able to move
services and people around fairly easily across library and comput-
ing boundaries. For example, we moved the equipment that can
be borrowed, such as cameras, from the tech desk to circulation'
And at the reference desk, which is staffed by librarians at most
universities, we have several IT staff members who choose to work
shifts there in order in order to grow their skill sets and have more
opportunities to interact with faculty and students'
Bucknell University, one of the nation's premier undergraduate
institutions, combines the personal academic experience of an
intimate liberal arts college with the wide choices available at larger
institutions, including extensive research and global service-learn-
ing opportunities.
Bucknell's Arts and Sciences and Engineering colleges offer more
than 50 majors and 60 minors.
Bucknell students - 3,400 undergraduates and 150 graduate stu-
dents from every state and more than 50 countries - gain excep-
tional first-hand learning by collaborating with our outstanding
faculty in the classroom and on scholarly and artistic projects'
More than 200 student organizations complement the compre-
hensive academic Program, including a Division I Patriot League
athletics Program nationally known for its stellar graduation rate
and Academic All-American record.
Together, these oPPortunities enable students to learn to think
critically and to develop leadership skills in preparation for suc-
cessful careers and fulfilling lives.
ACUTA: What funding models is Bucknell using to support its
campus infrastructure? How would you advise leaders at other
institutions regarding the development of a business case to sup_
port an integrated campus infrastructure?
Mitchell: Bucknell continues to be well-served by institutionar stra-
tegic planning efforts. The university has established a Technology
Reserve fund and applies a percentage ofthat reserve each year to
fund initiatives brought before and supported by the Library and
Information Technology organization and campus advisory com_
mittees. Other infrastructure that is supported through this model
includes central server infrastructure, network infrastructure, the
four-year desktop replacement plan for all faculty and staff, lab
and classroom computer replacement, and administrative comput_
ing projects.
ACUTA: What role does the campus infrastructure play in sup_
porting research and learning activities at Bucknell? There is some
concern at colleges and universities about the power ofthe net_
work interfering with learning in the classroom. Do you see this as
a concern, and ifso, what is Bucknell,s approach to this potential
conflict ofinterest?
Mitchell: The campus infrastructure supports and enables the re_
search and learning activities at Bucknell. Library and Information
Technology works with faculty on various research and curricular
initiatives, such as the High performance Computing initiative,
and on applying technology to support teaching in a traditional
classroom. About 500 courses each semester, for example, use the
learning management system, and Library and Information Tech_
nology is always looking at ways to enhance the faculty_student
and student-student interaction both in and out of the classroom.
Bucknell is also working on a new curriculum in the College of
Arts and Sciences, and one of the elements is information literacy
and technology competency. This process will facilitate the librar_
ians and instructional technologists working as a team with faculty
on supporting the new curriculum. Certainly, convergence benefits
and enhances such collaborations.
In other examples, Library and Information Technology works
to support users' affinity for self_paced, independent methods of
Iearning; streamline technology and campus and library services
for today's learners; and provide new technologies and delivery
methods to enable faculty to teach the way they want to teach.
Instructional technologists partner with the Teaching and Learning
Center, for example, during new faculty orientation to intro_
duce faculty to new technologies. The use of clickers, or personal
response systems, by the physics department and access to Google
Maps by geography faculty are examples of how faculty are using
technology to push the boundaries of student learning.
ACUTA: What kinds of technology do most prospective students
inquire about when they visit Bucknell? Do the senior administra_
tors responsible for technology participate in the strategic plan_
ning process for the campus?
Mitchell: Today's students have high expectations for technology
and instant access to information. They expect to have wireless,
integrated online services and the ability to communicate through
and between e-mail, instant messaging and many other formats.
It's important that we meet and exceed those expectations to
recruit and retain the best students and faculty.
This and other technology needs are incorporated into the
strategic planning process that involves faculty committees and
administrators at all levels at Bucknell. In addition, technol_
ogy enables many of the initiatives in The plan for Bucknell, the
university's strategic plan. It is essential that technology be a part
ofthat process.
ACUTA: There may be some aspect of the technology scene at
Bucknell that we have not mentioned. Is there some project of
which you are especially proud? We invite you to describe any
noteworthy endeavors that would provide insight into the current
state-of-the-technology on your campus.
Mitchell: We're particularly proud of the information commons
design of the main level of the library. When we designed the
renovations to the main level of the library in lggg,wepurposely
placed the four main service points-Reference Desk, Technology
Desk, Circulation Desk, and Equipment Desk_within eyesight of
each other. Because ofthis physical configuration, our users are
assured that for any question or problem they might have, the staff
can easily direct them to the right service point.
In addition to making it easy for staff to physically direct a bor_
rower to another desk, this configuration enables all staffto stay
informed about what services are being offered by whom so that
they can make sure a question or problem is addressed, by them_
selves or a colleague, often on the spot. Ifthe staffperson who can
help is not based at one of the main service points, we routinely
walk with the borrower to the work area where the question can be
answered. This personalized service model is noticed and sincerely
appreciated in particular by new faculty, who often comment that
they feel extremely well taken care of when they come to the library
for a variety ofneeds. This is the figurative front door ofour con_
vergence effort.
ACUTA expresses appreciation to Dr. Mitchell for taking the time to
answer our questions. We hope his comments are helpful as you plan
services for your own campus.
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A1 Teletronics
The Human Side of Convergence:
Voice and Data Teams Working Together
A converged network poses many challenges'
The technical issues in getting voice, data'
and maybe even video all on one network are
substantial. The task of getting your voice
and data techs, engineers, and analysts to
work as a team is often even more daunting'
We all acknowledge that the voice and
data teams have different cultures that
sometimes clash. How does an organization
meld these groups into one cohesive team?
Experts are aware of this challenge, but many
organizations fail to acknowledge the impor-
tance of it. The website SearchUnifiedCom-
munications.com states that merging voice
and data teams is "among the most formida-
ble aspects of a VoIP or network convergence
implementation." Recognizing the scale and
complexity of this task, Robin Gareiss of
Namertes Research says, "Companies should
allot six to 12 months to address staffing is-
sues and to cultivate a team environment"'
lndividual Challenges
Among the individual challenges that staffers
face is that voice technicians and managers
are now becoming network technicians and
managers. The same thing is happening in
the opposite direction. Most often neither
group is prepared for the change, but it
happens nonetheless. Cross training occurs
in some organizations, but more often than
not, people are thrown together and ex-
pected to just absorb the new technology'
In addition, the lines of responsibility are
blurring. Exactly who is in charge of a voice
application that is running on the enterprise
network? Sometimes both the voice and data
teams want the responsibility; sometimes
neither group wants it. With all this going
on, the need for teamwork is increasing'
We all depend on one another in this tlpe
of environment, and somehow we have to
make it all work.
On top of all that, technology manag-
ers are required to be business managers
as well. They need to think and plan long
term. They need to know the business
goals ofthe organization or institution'
And they need to learn how to communi-
cate with senior management' These are all
critical skills when trying to convince the
CIO or IT director that some new technol-
ogy is worth the investment.
With alt these changes, it is no wonder
people feel insecure. Everyone wants to
know where they belong in the new scheme
of things. Will they still have a job if the
university adopts a VoIP network in place
of the legacy system they are used to? What
do they need to learn? How quicklY do
they need to hone their skills? Can they
really be expected to work with the people
at the other end ofthe office? Technical
people, especially, want to know where
they fit in the organization. They like to
understand things, and this includes under-
standing why they are doing what they are
doing. Confusion leads to frustration' To
keep that in check, it is critical that people
understand the new structure and their
place in it.
Organizational Challenges
Not only do individuals face challenges,
but organizations face them as well' The
need for effective communications is at
an all-time high when an organization
is implementing changes such as creat-
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ing a converged network. As a group,
the organization must make a concerted
effort to communicate plans with everyone
involved. This will iikely require change.
Meetings will involve more people. E-mail
notices will need to include everyone
concerned. Ideas must be shared among
people who previously might have had little
in common.
Voice and data teams have developed
different cultures. This is partly a result
ofthe nature ofthe people involved. The
nature of the work also has a big influence.
The hand-holding that customers required
ofvoice technicians and analysts was
simply not required in the data group, so it
never developed. The sense ofurgency that
exists in the telephony department is not
nearly so strong among the network gurus.
The data group is traditionally technology
driven, while the telecom group is service
driven. This is not to say one group is bet-
ter than the other; they are just different.
All organizations need to recognize these
and many other differences. When blend-
ing two groups, recognizing the differences
is the first step in creating a cohesive group.
Clearly. we need the skills of both teams.
Tony Rybczynski, director of strategic
enterprises at Nortel, said, "The IT organi-
zation needs to take full advantage of the
networking skills in the traditional data
group and the end-user understanding in
the traditional telephony group."
In addition to understanding two dif-
lerent cultures and working to create a new
one blending both, management teams
need strong leaders. It must be clear to
everyone involved who the leader is. This
includes all in-house people as well as telco
staffand other vendors. There should be
no confusion about who places orders,
makes changes, and so on.
Leaders need to make sure goals are
consistent and well understood. All
members of the group must know where
they fit in and understand their roles and
responsibilities as well as those of the other
members. Coordination of efforts in a
converged network is critical.
New network management tools will be
required in a converged network. Some-
one will need to be trained to use them.
Unlike in the pure data world, a converged
network management tool will go beyond
device availability to fine-tuned voice appli-
cations. A view ofnetwork traffic through
the network is no longer sufficient. Service
availability from phone to phone is what
matters. This is a change from what the
network managers grew familiar with.
What This Means to You
In addition to all the new things you need
to learn, the new people you have to work
with, and the new way you may have to
work, other changes are in the air. people
are getting laid off. Some are having their
jobs outsourced. Others are moving into
new departments. Those unwilling to
make so many changes are moving into en-
tirely new careers. Ifyou want to continue
in a converged environment, you will need
to make a few changes yourselfand adjust
to the changes in your organizational
structure.
There are things all of us, voice and data
people, will need to understand, including:,
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understanding some new acronyms includ-
ing IP (Internet protocol), ICMP (Internet
control message protocol), UDP (user
datagram protocol), TCP (transmission
control protocol) and SIP (session initia-
tion protocol). You may not need to know
all the details of how these work, but you
will need a basic understanding of what
they are and why they are used.
We all need to know how digital voice
communicationswork. This includes
understanding latency, jitter, packet loss,
and echo cancellation. These concerns are
all new to the voice world. You will need
to obtain a decent understanding of QoS
(quality of service). That means you must
know when it is needed, where it might be
implemented, and to some extent how it
works.
Adding to those issues, the openness of
converged environments exPoses voice and
other applications to threats from the Inter-
net. These were never a concern for voice
analysts. They will be now. Familiarize
yourself with viruses, worms, DOS (denial
of service) attacks, sniffing, and even access
to the applications. We all need to know
where the threats might come from and
how to protect ourselves from them. This
is especially true in the university envi-
ronment, where curious and tech-sawy
students can get themselves (and you) in
trouble quickly.
What You Can Do about All This
The most important thing you can do is to
invest in yourself. According to Dice.com,
"Eighty-two percent of IT pros say keep-
ing their skills up-to-date is their biggest
workplace concern." If your organization
cannot or will not provide training, get it
yourself. It is time every employee started
thinking of himself or herself as an inde-
pendent consultant. Ifyou feelyou need
to learn something to remain competitive,
learn it.
The easiest thing to do is read. Read
everlthing: ads, white papers, websites,
books, and blogs. Participate in cross-
training on your own campus. Put the skills
and expertise ofyour own staffto use in
training each other. There is almost no end
to the resources available.
Get official training, go to users group
or association meetings, attend conferences.
Ask questions. If you feel it would be a
great benefit to attend a conference that is
offering training, and the university doesn't
have the budget for it, go yourself. More
and more people are attending conferences
on their own dime. TheY share rooms
with friends if necessary, use frequent-flyer
miles, and find other creative ways to save
on expenses. The training they get will
benefit their employers, but it also is a huge
benefit personally. Be willing to invest in
your future.
For convergence training, try resources
such as Global Knowledge, Learning Tree,
Chesapeake Netcraftsman, and BCR (Busi-
ness Communications Review). Also check
local VoTec schools, community colleges,
and product-specific training offered by the
manufacturer.
For reading material, subscribe to
Network World, Information Week, Telecom-
munications, Network Computing, Business
Week, and even the Wall Street Journal.
Remember that you need to update not just
your technology skills but your business
acumen as well.
One ofthe best resources around is
Harry Newton's Telecom Dictionary, by
Harry Newton. It is updated every spring
and has been growing every year. The latest
edition is about 2 inches thick. It contains
plain-English descriptions ofall sorts of
technology devices, protocols, and tech-
niques. It also contains a deflnition ofjust
about any acronym you might hear.
Another book you will want to check
out is Ray Horak's Webster's New World
Telecom Dictionary. It contains every-
thing from descriptions of all the 802.1 1
protocols to describing analog-to-digital
converters as well as unified messaging and
icky-pic (insulated cable). It is an excellent
book and well worth the investment.
On the Web, the resources are endless.
Ifyou devote one lunch hour a week to
learning what you can on the Web, it will
be a good investment. If you simply Google
the words converged network or Internet
protocol, you will flnd thousands of hits. For
a more focused view of what's out there,
try www.search u nifi edcom muncations.
com, www.bitpipe.com, rrww.linktionary.
com, www.nwfusion.com, www.comweb.
com, www.netperformance.com' or www.
techtarget.com.
A few more that are full of good
information are www.pbxinfo.com, www.
tek-tips.com, www.webopedia.com and
www.skylinecomPuter.com. Don't forget
to check manufacturer's websites as well.
Nortel, Cisco, Avaya, NEC, Mitel, and
ShoreTel all have some great resources on
their web sites. And look at user group and
association websites. Many will tell you that
www.acuta.org is a wealth of information.
Last but not least, ask questions. Talk
to the telecom and/or network managers at
your institution. We are all on a learning
curve, and the more we communicate with
each other, the better it will all work.
Although voice and data experts have
come from different backgrounds, they
can, and often do, learn to work together
very effectively. With a little forethought
and some concerted effort, you can create
not only a network that hums but also a
cohesive, efficient team to keep it that way.
Mary Powell is vice president for strategic sales and
marketing at A1 Teltronics. Reach her at mpowell@
a lteletronics.com v
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Convergence: A Work in progress
Moving from an old technology to a new one
can be a difficult process, but often it turns out
to be a worthwhile decision. That is the case
with the ongoing migration from traditional
public switched telephone network (pSTN) voice
systems to the latest Ip telephony solutions. The
potential benefits of making the switch include
reduced costs, streamlined communications, and
support of more-powerful, integrated, converged
applications. But the process of moving to these
new systems can be arduous. Academic institu_
tions need to make significant investments in
new voice switches, revamp autonomous net_
work infrastructures, meld voice and data sup_
port teams that often have different perspectives,
and then deploy new converged applications.
Despite the challenges, a growing number
of academic enterprises are moving down that
path. Fewer and fewer universities are invest_
ing in PBXs, the traditional method of carrying
voice traffic, opting instead for Ip pBXs. That
change has resulted in the worldwide market for
enterprise telephony systems reaching the $9.6
billion mark in 2007, a 6 percent increase over
its 2006 sales, according to the market research
firm Infonetics. The influx of VoIp switches has
also affected the makeup of the leading enter_
prise voice equipment suppliers.Traditional
voice hardware vendors, such as Avaya, Nortel,
Siemens, and Alcatel-Lucent, continue to have a
strong presence in the marketplace. In addition,
network equipment suppliers, such as Cisco and
3Com, have become prime suppliers of VoIp
switches.
As a result, universities now have many
choices as they move from the old to the new.
Vendors have developed devices that meet a wide
Voice and Data convergence rs Taking prace at the Network Lever,
but More Work ls Needed at the Appliiation Level
Paul Korzeniowski range of needs, from small department-level
voice systems to switches that support tens of
thousands of users. To date, most customers
have concentrated on using these devices to
consolidate their campus networks, a change
felt mainly in the IT department. Recently, a
small, but growing, number of academic insti_
tutions have begun deploying converged ap_
plications, which streamline the way that staff,
faculty, and students communicate. So while
the age of converged voice and data commu_
nications is now upon us, time will pass before
its impact is felt by the entire academic com_
munity.
Voice Systems Come with Hlgh price Tags
Because of the complexity of the underlying
equipment and the ubiquity of these services,
voice switches represent a significant invest_
ment (usually millions of dollars) for most
academic institutions. To maximize these
investments, universities often hang onto these
systems for as Iong as they can, usually at least
seven years and sometimes a decade or more_
Consequently, these devices are only replaced
when they can no longer support a university,s
telecommunications requi rements.
"We had wired the campus three times for
voice-about 40 years ago, once 25 years ago,
and approximately 16 years ago-so we had
a lot of duplicate wiring, and unfortunately
Iittle of it was documented,,, notes Ahmed
El-Haggan, vice president of IT and CIO at
Coppin State University, which has 4,000
students and 600 staff and faculty members.
"As a result, it was difficult for us to make any
adds or changes to the voice system.,, Rather,
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than complete another rewiring job and
upgrade its existing system one more time'
the university replaced its ancient Siemens
PBX with a NortelVoIP switch in 2002'
In early 2004, California State Univer-
sity, San Bernardino (CSUSB), which has
15,000 students, 1,000 faculty members,
and a 1,00O-person staff, found itself with
a NEC PBX that was at the end of its life
cycle and incapable of supporting the
university's burgeoning voice communica-
tions needs. "The system was running out
of available phone numbers," explained
Owen Owens, director of telecommunica-
tions and network services at the university,
which installed a Cisco VoIP switch in the
summer of 2006.
More Modern = Less Expensive
In addition to being a more viable option
for meeting universities' long-term voice
needs, VoIP switches also are often less
expensive than PBX options. Typically, the
new IP PBX solutions have a more modern
design and therefore lower price tags than
PSTN voice systems. CSUSB found that
buying two new VoIP switches to cover the
whole campus cost as much as adding one
more PBX to suPPort half of it.
Coppin State University determined
that moving to VoIP would cut its network
communications charges by $900,000 per
year. The savings came from consolidating
autonomous networks. If a campus runs
one set of voice telecommunications lines
and a separate data network,VoIP enables
it to consolidate the two onto a larger pipe
and reduce its costs.
Savings also stem from reduced
maintenance. Virginia Military Institute
(VMI), which has about 1,400 students and
500 faculty and staff members, replaced
a Nortel PBX with a Cisco VoIP switch in
2005. "Before, we had two individuals who
were doing moves, adds, and changes Pretty
much full time, and now we have one per-
son doing that work about half time," notes
Josh Frank, network manager at VMI'
Calling in the Field Technicians
PBXs usually rely on user interfaces that are
difficult to understand, and often making a
change requires that a technician physically
splice and dice different wires' In certain
cases, PBX alterations are so complicated
that they can only be completed by vendors'
field service teams. VoIP switches automate
the change process: Technicians typically
work with Web browsers, and changes are
made via a simple point-and-click'
The new systems are also better able
to support new applications' Swarthmore
College, which has 1,450 students,400
faculty members, a 250-person staff, and 40
buildings, ran 10/100 Ethernet to its dorms
and classrooms and has a lGbps Ethernet
backbone connecting all its locations' The
university had an Intecom PBX system that
needed to be replaced, so in September
2005, the college issued an RFP to many
vendors, including Avaya, Cisco, and Nor-
tel. "We selected the Cisco system because
of its distributed architecture," notes Mark
Dumic, associate director of networking
and telecommunications at the college' The
academic institution was able to config-
ure two Cisco switches, so they supported
disaster recovery functions' The other
vendors' systems were all tied to a central
switch.
To date, most of the convergence
benefits have been evident mainly in the IT
department; but gradually they have begun
to impact end users. For instance, VoIP
applications offer enhanced end-user func-
tionality. "Our phones have new features,
such as telling individuals which calls they
missed, and those functions have made our
users much more productive," said CSCSB's
Owens. "When we were putting the new
phones in, many of our users fought us' but
now theY would not give them uP'"
From PC to Phone in an lnstant
Infonetics notes that shipments of soft-
phones-software that transforms a PC
into a VoIP Phone so users can make
calls via the lnternet-rose 55 Percent to
385,000 in 2007 ."The softphone feature
has been very beneficial," says Coppin
State's El-Haggan. "Whenever I travel
abroad, I can use the Internet to dial into
our system and hear my messages while
avoiding steep international long distance
charges."
In addition, the modern voice switches
are able to supPort new converged ser-
vices, such as Find Me, Follow Me' Bryant
University, which has 3,600 students, a
30O-person staff, and 180 faculty members'
moved to a Cisco VoIP switch in 2004, and
one of its major benefits has been a unified
communication application. A call will ring
various devices and track down a user who
may be working with instant messaging'
e-mail, or a voice connection'
This function was designed to lower
the likelihood of telephone or e-mail tag
but can play a more important role in an
academic environment. "Our unified com-
munication system is an imPortant com-
ponent in our emergency response system;'
explained Art Gloster, vice president of
information services at Bryant University'
"It provides us with a quick and simple way
to notifr users if an emergency arises"'
Here Are the Warts
While enticing, VoIP does have limitations'
Call quality has been a major concern ever
since VoIP systems were introduced, and
the reason for that lies in IP network de-
sign. In PSTN networks, voice connections
are given a dedicated line, so there are no
interruptions once a conversation starts' In
IP networks, information moves from place
to place based on which links are avail-
able. A call may have an oPen link at one
moment, but then a large file transfer can
usurp much of the available bandwidth'
Latency is a related problem' On a tradi-
tional voice line, delays seldom occur' With
IR there may be delay as a connection waits
for a free connection to open up' With data
applications, the impact of such fluctua-
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tions is slight because information is put
in the right order once it all arrives at the
receiving system. With voice connections,
that limitation is more problematic because
part of the transmission may drop, causing
pieces of a conversation to be lost.
Solving the Call-euality problem
There are a couple of ways to address this
problem. One is finding ways to prioritize
voice traffic. Vendors have different op_
tions, so it becomes more likely that voice
transmissions have sufficient bandwidth. In
other cases, the voice traffic can be totally
sequestered from other transmissions.
Some suggest that another option is to
buy more bandwidth than the institution
needs, so there is enough that its voice con_
nections are not disturbed. However, the
issues associated with adding bandwidth
vary-often dramatically-on a case_by_
case basis, including cost considerations
and configuring for eoS.
As it was deploying its VoIp switch,
Coppin State was running wired Ethernet
connections to users,desktops and dorms.
"Since we were putting new data connec_
tions in, we decided to add support for
voice as well," explains El-Haggan. Not
every university experiences such fortuitous
timing. Adding voice connections to a data
network can be expensive. In some cases,
the process means a doubling of network
connections.
Because network configurations are
unique, the reiiability ofVoIp can vary
from campus to campus...Initially, we had
a few issues with echoes on the line, but
that problem was fixed by installing echo
cancellers," says Swarthmore,s Dumic. In
general, users have found call quality to be
at least as good-and many would say bet_
ter-than cellular network call quality.
Voice and Data Departments:An Uneasy Coupling
VoIP may also create new management
challenges as two departments suddenly
share space and responsibilities.
Telecommunications departments and
data networking teams often talk different
languages. While the two have historically
operated separate fiefdoms, a growing
number of academic institutions are meld_
ing the duo. The challenge is how to reorga_
nize and train the staffto use the strengths
of all the technicians involved in support of
the converged applications.
In sum, moving from pSTN to VoIp
connections is not easy. Academic institu_
tions often need to put a lot of supporting
network infrastructure in place and blend
groups that had been working autono_
mously. However, the potential benefits,
such as reduced costs and more efficient
communications, seem convincing enough,
and many academic institutions are now in
the process of making that change.
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer who special-
izes in telecommunications and networking issues.
He lives in Sudbury, Mass., and can be reached at
Paulkorzen@aol.com. v
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Utah State University
The Reinvention of USU lT
One U in USU should probably stand for
unique. Utah State University is a statewide'
multicampus system whose main campus
is in Logan, Utah' The university recently
undertook a project that totally reinvented
the Information Technolo gy Department'
flattening the typical management hierar-
chy and replacing it with a somewhat risky'
highly innovative and entrepreneurial'
team-managed model decidedly unique for a
technologY suPport grouP'
The reorganization has allowed USU IT
to create partnerships with other supporting
units, such as human resources, control-
ler, registrar, instructional technology, and
student information. These partnerships
facilitate such things as building Web-based
systems, continuing suPport for online class-
room functions, and providing access to an
expanding range of reciPients'
The new IT organization fully integrates
telecommunications and traditional IT
functions. The organizational and cultural
changes involved introducing data experts
into the telecommunications arena and
olfering telecommunications experts an
opportunity to take on data-related tasks
as the organization builds a strong' unified
team capable of addressing the needs of the
converged camPus.
The lT lD
Supported by Information Technoiogy'
USU is internationally recognized for its
exceptional learning opportunities and
commitment to research. IT has been a
key contributor, implementing the best
technologies available for students, faculty'
and staff and empowering them to achieve
the highest levels of excellence in learning'
discovery, and engagement while working
in a safe, secure, and reliable technology
environment. IT contributes to the expan-
sion of access to education for a diverse
community and enhances the quality of
life for individuals and communities with
advanced resources and capabilities'
In support of the learning infrastruc-
ture at USU, IT reaches out to expand and
improve the use of appropriate informa-
tion technology both inside and outside the
traditional classroom setting' We are striv-
ing to establish a strong Presence across
the university to ensure that students have
access to technology-enhanced' state-ol-
the-art classrooms, laboratories, and library
facilities.
USU IT respects the needs and require-
ments of students, facuity, and staff by pro-
viding timely and quality customer service'
IT is committed to providing environments
)
Old Main at Utah State
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of opportunity that value learning and dis-
covery, individual development, leadership'
diversity, outreach, and access'
Through the dynamics of the reorga-
nized structure, leadership training, and
new strategies, IT provides innovative
technology-based tools and infrastructure
to meet the assessment needs of each aca-
demic department by having representa-
tives of the team assigned to work with the
faculty and staff. IT's operating environ-
ment includes processes in collaboration,
program development, relevance, and
productivity. Such focuses provide services
that will encourage scholarship and part-
nerships, facilitate efforts among scholars
with interests in common problems, and
continually increase both quantity and
quality of information technology people,
services, and sYstems.
To serve USU better, IT values em-
ployees who maintain open and honest
communications; have the integrity to keep
commitments; foster cooperation, trust'
and teamwork; provide leadership, initia-
tive, and creativity; exhibit entrepreneurial
behavior and positive attitudes; and build
a record of proven results. We believe that
high expectations result in greater success'
Reorganizing lT
When Kay f eppesen became vice president
of IT at USU in the summer of 2006, he
made it clear that the lT department was in
need of reorganization in order to be more
efficient. Two new associate vice presidents
were appointed. Eric Hawley was assigned
the technology side of IT, and I was given
responsibility for the information side"
The decision to change the organiza-
tional model was approved by Dr' Albre-
cht, president of Utah State; but because
IT strives to create an environment of trust
and respect among peers throughout USU
and beyond, decision making is not consid-
ered solely an upper-management resPon-
sibility. Technicians, staff, and students
were also a Part of the decision'
After a great deal of brainstorming
and meetings, the implementation of the
IT reorganization began in August 2006'
Using the principles Jim Collins describes
in Good to Great: WhY Some ComPanies
Make the Leap...and Others Don'r (New
York: Collins, 2001), IT was able to put the
right people in the right position, tailor-
ing the department to fit the needs of the
university. As a more efficient organization'
IT has been able to extend its services to all
the departments on campus' For example'
prior to the reorganization, USU had
more than 70 different e-mail systems that
were managed by 35 staff members' We
consolidated the systems, and now five staff
members manage the entire system'
As we considered the PrinciPles of
convergence, one of the first steps in ad-
dressing our ability to meet the needs of
our clients was to develop a strategic plan'
Through this process, it quickly became ap-
parent that we needed to be more customer
service oriented. It was also clear that a flat-
tened organization would be more effective
and efficient. As a result, we eliminated all
director, manager> and supervisor positions
that are found in the q'pical organizational
structure and replaced them lvith teams
organized by functions. For example' the
Ser-vice Desk Team serves as the front door
to IT. A11 calls, walk-in traffic, e-mails, and
other means of IT inquiries are directed
to the members of the Ser-vice Desk Team
who then either solve the issue or escalate
to one of the more technical teams' Tech-
nical teams include System Administration'
Enterprise Data Operations, Security, Net-
working, and Physical Infrastructure' and
the team names generally describe their
functions. Additionally, we have three oth-
er customer support teams organized and
ready to meet the needs of students, faculty'
and staff in the areas of media production'
programming and design, and instructional
design. And although the organizational
structure is flat, three administrators, the
vice president, and the two associate vice
presidents remain defined and comprise
a unified administrative team for the IT
organization.
As in anY environment that changes
its infrastructure and its culture as well,
not all employees were supportive of the
change. The switch to a flat organization
rather than the traditional hierarchy meant
changes in roles and salaries' Some were
unhappy with the change' It meant more
of an action-oriented role for them with
a possibility of a lower salary' But some
unique benefits came with the new pro-
gram. Often, when IT professionals assume
management positions, they fall behind in
technology, 'rvhich may be detrimental for
their career in the future' With the new
program, everyone in IT is actively engaged
in several projects at once' Because each
project requires different technologies' our
professionals are exposed to a wide variety
of innovations and advancements every
day. We were encouraged that the majority
on staffhad a "can do" attitude and were
ready to move [orward.
Recognizing that tracking progress is a
vital part of success, we quickly addressed
the issues of creating a steady workflow and
tracking work in progress. The associate
vice presidents attended an intense course
on Information Technology Infrastructure
Library (ITIL) principles, which is a widely
used set of concepts and techniques for
managing IT. Using the ITIL framework'
we created the Enterprise Service Level
Coordination Office, designed to provide
project management for non-routine work'
including enterprise projects' This process
has been fine-tuned as we have progressed
with reorganization.
The current process includes identifica-
tion of a project by various sources-users'
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IT personnel, and general observation by
administration. Work is then assigned to
a project coordinator who chooses team
members from the available technical
resources inside and outside the IT clivi_
sion. This team is then responsible to the
customer for performance and their evalu_
ation of how well they performed.
The proiect descriptiorr or service_
level agreement (SLA) serves as a contract
betrveen IT ar-rd its clients. lt is tracked
through various phases, including plan_
ning, authorization, production, and evalu_
ation (lessons learned). This process has
been captured by a software program called
Footprints, tvl-rich allows the customer,
team members, and the administrative
team to track performance and many other
aspects of project management. With this
program, IT can list a specific timeline of
events, actions, assignments, and more to
be completed by specific dates.
At each milestone, time is taken to
evaluate accontplishments and revise ilnv
future agenda items that require adjust-
ment. These evaluations are based on sur_
veys and interviews involving students and
faculty. The results are then compared to
the goals and future milestones, which can
be adjusted to ensure that our goals rlatch
the needs and preferences of the univer_
sity-namely, the studer.rts and facuity.
Rather than guessing rvhat problems mav
arise, the customer can use tl-ris process of
asking for input while the project is under
way, customizing the approach and ensur_
ing that all needs are met satisfactorily.
Along with the milestor.re evaluations,
the team working on the project has regular
meetings as needed to guarantee the com_
munication o[ our goals and progress.
Although no two projects are alike, the
main areas of focus in er.aiuating projects
are the budget needs for the project, the
benefits it will provide, the time it will rake,
the maintenance required before and after
completion, and, most irnportantly, the
needs of tl're unii.,ersity.
ldentifying the Goals
USU IT has ciung to its original values
identified in its strategic plan and main_
tained its integrity by constant monitoring
)
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of information, projects, relationships' and
resources. One of our goais is to provide a
secure, wireless information network for
official university business while providing
easy access for the university community'
including visitors, as they interact not iust
with the local campus but globally'
IT's overarching goal through this re-
organization is to provide quality informa-
tion technology experiences that develop
the intellectual capacity, leadership ability'
and civic awareness of all students' This
integrates with USU's vision by support-
ing the principle that academics come first'
by educating to diversity of thought and
culture, and by serving the public through
learning, discovery, and engagement' The
mission of Utah State is to be one of the
nation's premier student-centered land
grant universities. IT is focused and dy-
namic with the flexibility that a team-ori-
ented organization provides to help USU
realize its vision.
Challenges and Benefits
As the land grant institution for the state
of Utah, USU has a center in every county
in Utah plus three regional campuses' This
presents many challenges as we work to ac-
commodate the statewide institution'
flSU IT took control of all of the
wireless Internet systems of the university
throughout the state and implemented a
system that covers a larger area and reduces
costs. Collaboration of this magnitude
required working with many different
departments with different needs, yet the
outcome has been verY beneficial'
A11 resources provided from the univer-
sity and the state of Utah, along with extra-
mural funding initiatives, have helped USU
IT make its dramatic change' No longer
segmented into departments-which took
on the form of "silos"-USU IT's funds
and allocations are now spread to all teams
for any and all IT Projects'
Another struggle USU IT faced was
communicating the new goals to the uni-
versity at large. In the past, knowledge of
project specifications was kept within the
IT department. As part of the new pro-
gram, one of the main goals is to create a
level playing field for all IT professionals by
providing knowledge openly to everyone'
To accomplish this, two programs have
been put in place' In addition to the Foot-
prints software mentioned earlier' a wiki
has been set uP so employees within IT
can offer suggestions, ideas, and solutions
relevant to existing proiects' This allows
others to use the knowledge from the entire
employee base, rather than just from a
specific dePartment as it was before'
It has been somewhat difficult to gain
our clients'trust even though project infor-
mation is now readily available to inter-
ested parties outside the department' and
we are working hard to establish a healthy
exchange in all our working relationships'
We are confident of our success in this
effort because the response to the new pro-
grams has been excellent' ln the first year
of ,h...orgu.rization, IT has accomplished
more at USU-planned, implemented' and
completed more projects that impact more
students, faculty, and staff-than IT (under
the old structure) was able to do in the pre-
vious 10 years. USU IT currently has more
than 65 projects under way, and 181 have
been completed over the 20 months since
the reorganization.
USU IT stronglY believes in human
capital. This focus on people-a driving
force in our change to a team approach to
management-has resulted in a stronger
labor pool of technologists for economic
growth in Cache Valley and the state of
Utah and stronger partnerships developed
on both national and international levels'
Conclusion
We have made it a goal to create an
atmosphere that attracts students with
the use of state-of-the-art technical
resources, ensuring that every student
has access to the technology needed
to succeed. We support enhanced and
expanded interaction among faculty'
stafi students, communities, institutions'
and governments and are committed to
providing innovative opportunities for
.t.rderrts to expand their experience and
education.
The primary goal of the reorganiza-
tion was to place the focus on the custom-
s15-51udsn15, faculty, and staff' In the
reinvented USU IT, the needs and prefer-
ences of our clients are documented and
then incorporated into our goals to direct
our efforts and address the actual needs of
those being ser-ved. With the creation of an
active environment of teams and involv-
ing multiple areas of IT, it is now possibie
to brainstorm solutions and successfully
provide for the needs of our university with
fewer resources.
It has been exciting to see the change'
After a period of adjustment, the reactions
from students, faculty, staff, and even those
within IT have been very positive' Our cli-
ents now feel we are working with them on
their playing field rather than against them
on our own.
ExPressing high Praise, President
Albrecht says, "I am proud ofwhat IT has
accomplished and believe this is just the
beginning of many advances that will iden-
tifi, Utah State University with high-tech IT
suPPort."
Stacie Gomm is associate vice president of informa'
tion technology at Utah State University Reach her
at stacie.gomm@usu.edu'
(Appreciation for topics in this article is extended to
Noah Riley, Lindey Phippen, Cameron Cope' Amy
Olson, Brook Buddell, Jared True, Byron Miller' and
Ashley Chandler-members of a communications
course who used the lT reorganization as the basis
oJ their class Proiect.)
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Networks
8 Local Area Networks: Connectivity
and Internetworking
9 BroadbandNetworklnfrastructure
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11 Wireless Networking: Emphasis on
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14 Network Convergence
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Telecommunications and Data Communications Handbook
Author: Ray Horak,The Context Corporation
Published by John Wiley & Sons, 2007
tsBN 978-0-470-041 41 -3
Reviewed by Walt Magnussen, Director of Telecommunications, Texas A&M University
I recently had the pleasure of reviewing Ray Horak's latest book, Telecommunica-
tions and Data Communications Handbook. The book's 791 pages, divided into
15 chapters (listed here), cover everlthing from legacy technology such as basic
telephone switching to leading edge technologies such as DWDM optical networks,
3G wireless networks, and IPTV converged video. I have read other Horak books
in the past, but this is the most comprehensive one that he has done to date.
The book appears to be best suited as either a text book for a telecommuni-
cations class or a reference book. Using Texas terminology, the book is a mile
wide but not very deep. You would be hard pressed to find a topic that was not
discussed in the almost 800 pages of the book, but most topics are covered in less
than one page. It is an encyclopedic work, not the reference that you would use
if you needed a comprehensive understanding of any specific technology. On the
other hand, ifone ofyour peers brings up a new technology during the course ofa
conversation (for example MMS), and you want to know what he or she is talking
about to avoid appearing uninformed, this book could prove to be invaluable. In
other words, it doesn't paint the whole picture in high resolution, but it provides a
lot more than a snapshot.
A few of the topics that I found of the most interest included the sections on
Broadband over Power Line (BPL), HiperLAN, VDSL, IEEE 802.16 WiMAX and
IPTV. There are a few topics that I would like to have seen covered that were not,
but this leaves open the opportunity for the next edition.
Overall, I found the book to be a well written wealth of knowledge. I plan to
use it as the text for my undergraduate course in telecommunications in the spring.
Editor's Note: A companion book, Webster's New World Telecom
Dictionary, also written by Horak, is also available. It is a com-
prehensive telecommunications dictionary of more than 7,500
terms critical to understanding voice, data, video , and multime-
dia communications system and network technologies, applica-
tions, and regulation.
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Continued from page 48
A. Ensuring adequate replacement-cycle
funding is a never-ending issue. Institu-
tions of higher education have always been
good at finding one-time money for tech-
nology initiatives. Unfortunately, after three
to five years, the technology that supported
the original initiative requires replacement,
and funding for this upgrade is seldom
included as part of the original proposal.
I have developed a replacement-cycle
model that categorizes all information
technology for which we are responsible for
maintenance into three major areas, each of
which have four to six sub-areas. Updated
annually, the model clearly shows what the
campus should be spending by sub-area,
major category, and total for each of the
next ten years. In this way, the president's
cabinet has all the data on the cost ofthe
existing technology infrastructure.
However, having the model and sharing
it annually with the cabinet still does not
ensure all the funding required in any given
year. The replacement cycle data drives a
major portion of our annual budget re-
quest. When full funding is not budgeted,
my responsibility is to work with my boss
so the campus knows the potential impact
of those items not funded. I will say we
have been able to secure full replacement-
cycle funding for all campus labs, technol-
ogy enhanced classrooms, network switches
for academic buildings, workstations for all
tenured track faculty, and about 85 percent
of all administrative and staff workstations.
The continuing challenge is and has been
for network switches for the core and non-
academic buildings and communication
closets.
Q. Aside from funding, what issue are you,
as the CIO, currently spending most of
your time addressing?
A. Two initiatives that are consuming a
large amount of my time are:
1. Outfitting a second data center on the
north side of campus.
2. A456-day project to provide wireless
access to all interior and exterior campus
sites.
Q. What is the impact of this issue for
your campus? What is your strategy for
addressing this issue?
A. The data center is essential, given the
need to move as close to 71241365 as rs
reasonably possible-especially in light
of the university's creation of a College of
Continuing and Professional Studies that is
designed to address the need of the nontra-
ditional student in south |ersey. Many of
the courses from this college are presented
off-campus or online.
The campus wireless initiative is de-
signed to create a campus-wide learning
environment at Rowan. When completed,
any space on campus will be usable as a
learning space.
The second data center initiative
resulted from a Provost's Committee
recommendation on how to improve the
accessibility and reliability of the campus
information technologies. Representatives
from all colleges, appropriate IR staff, and
I served on the committee that presented
recommendations ranging from the mini-
mum the campus must provide to an ideal
recommendation. The Cabinet accepted
and the provost funded the recommenda-
tion labeled as "Realistic." The IR team
worked to design the second data center in
a manner that will provide real-time fail-
over from either data center.
The wireless initiative is being imple-
mented in three phases with each phase
addressing specific tlpes of campus space:
all academic buildings, all administrative
and other non-academic buildings, then all
outdoor (open) spaces.
To report on the project's progress, IR
has created a wiki page that includes the
project time line and where we are as a
percent completed of the various phases.
Q. Given that a key function of the CIO's
responsibility is preparing the campus
to support future technologies, what
technology changes do you see for your
campus as you look forward five to seven
years?
A. I often find myself wishing I had a really
good crystal ball; unfortunately, the one I
have seems to support a continuous rain
cloud. Short of that, I read a significant
number of technical journals and business
publications to try and foresee what our
campus will need to support in the five- to
seven-year range.
While I have no firm answers, I am
fairly sure that we will have an environment
that supports an).time, anl.where access
from any type of network-enabled device.
Building the infrastructure that is flexible
enough to fully support that concept will
require a sustained effort on our campus
and, I suspect, on many other campuses.
The real key is "flexible enough," a term
that continues to morph as technologies
evolve and new ones are introduced.
Q. How are you readying the campus for
these changes?
A. As noted above, I rely on a significant
amount of technical and business reading
along with attendance at IT conferences
(such as ACUTA) that look at the evolving
technologies. These activities and venues
provide me with the information required
to evaluate the potential ofvarious tech-
nologies to significantly impact the higher
education environment. The technologies
that are identified in this process are the
ones that I prepare the technology infra-
structure at Rowan to support should they
actually be adopted by the higher education
community.
Reach Tony Mordosky at mordosky@rowan.edu.
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Rorvan University is a public university located
in Glassboro, New fersey, comprising 49
buildings. There is also a satellite campus in
Camden, New lersey. The school was founded
in 1923 as Glassboro Normal School with the
mission to train public school teachers. The
school became Ne.w Jersey State Teachers
College at Glassboro in the 1930s, and later
became Glassboro State College in 1958. Starting
in the 1970s, it grew into a multi-purpose
institution, adding, programs in business,
communications, and by the 1990s, engineering.
It was renamed Rowan College of New lersey in
I992, after Henry lRowan and his wife Betty gave
$100 million to the school. It became Rowan
University on March 21, 1997.
Enrollment at Rovran is approximately 9,600.
It is divided into a Graduate School and seven
academic colleges: Business, Communication,
Education, Engineering, Fine & Performing
Arts, Liberal Arts tk Sciences, and Professional &
Continuing Education.
Q & A from the CIO
Q. Much of the technologywe now sup-
port in higher education is driven by con-
sumer electronics. What decisions about
your technology infrastructure have been
impacted by this and how?
A. There was a time when higher educa-
tion campuses were directly involved in
developing information technology/com-
puter innovations. Today development
has shifted to the commercial world and
higher educational institutions respond to
new technology, which often arrives on our
campus via students. Developing infra-
structures and support mechanisms that
are responsive to these developments has
presented certain challenges for all ofus
within higher education.
For instance, al Rowan we use a regis-
tration system that checks each electronic
device that wishes to connect to the campus
network for compatibility and confor-
mance to campus standards. Additional
efforts were required to enable the system
to permit student gaming consoles to con-
nect to the network as well. While not an
academic requirement, about one third of
our students live on campus, and this is
home for them for about 30 weeks a year.
Q. Freshmen at most institutions today
are far more extensive users oftechnology
than those of even five years ago. What is
the most challenging technical aspect this
presents for your campus?
A. Students arrive on campus expecting to
match the technology experience they have
at home. Often that experience includes
technology that is as current as or even
more current than what is available on
campus or at least what is available in the
discipline-specific lab they encounter. We
are on a four-year replacement cycle for
most technologies they use, so trying to
ensure they have a favorable technology
experience on the campus is proving to be
very challenging.
An additional aspect ofthat student
experience is the expectation related to In-
ternet connectivity. Given that most of our
students come from environments where
they have at least a meg of bandwidth
available, they have a difficult time under-
standing why the campus cannot provide
the same level of connectivity. If we were
to use just our resident population as the
basis for connectivity based on I Mbps per
student we would need in excess of 3 Gbps
of Internet bandwidth for the campus.
Providing even 20 percent of that would be
fi nancially unsustainable.
Q. In what ways has this impacted how
you deliver support services?
Freshmen come to the university with an
"always available" mind set that includes
technical support. Rowan does not staffa
help desk 2417, and therefore has worked
to meet that expectation via other means.
These alternatives include a website called
the IR Toolbox where much information
on the campus technology is readily avail-
able, including many how-to guides.
In addition, we employ a searchable
database of FAQs that can be accessed at
any time. If students do not find answers
to their questions, they can send an email
to the help desk directly from a searchable
database web page. While this is not the
same as having a staff member available
off-hours, we find most students prefer to
send an e-mail to the help desk even when
the desk is staffed.
Q. Since higher education seems to be
perpetually in challenging budget times,
what is your most important financial
issue? How are you addressing it on your
campus?
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A Single Gonnection for Video, Data, Voice and Power,
applications including lP
phones, wireless LAN access
points or lP security camera
systems.
With PowerDsine Midspans
there's no downtime, no need
PowerDsine@ Midspans are the cost-effective
way to upgrade your network with the latest
PoE technology.
They can fit easily into your budget
whether for lT, infrastructure or specific
PowerDsine engineers pioneered the
technology and are driving next-generation
industry standards. So you can be confident
with PowerDsine that you'll rise to the top of
the PoE upgrades class. Worry free.
PowerDsine Midspans: the simple, fast
and affordable way to send voice, data,
video and power over a single wire.
See how easy at www.powerdsine.com.
to replace existing switches. They're plug
and play fast and enhance the investment
you've already made in your network
infrastructure.
PowerDsine PoE Systems are now a product line of Microsemi Corporation
O 2007 l\,4icrosemi Corporation
Microsemi,
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